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PREFACE 

The Neighborhood Justice Task Force grew from efforts 

by the Pro Se Court Committee of the Young Lawyers Section of 

the Chicago Bar Association to make legal processes more 

accessible to average citizens. In September, 1977 the 

Committee, under the chairmanship of Elias N. Matsakis, met 

with Arthur J. Frank, chairman-elect of the Section, to discuss 

a suggested arbitration center for minor civil disputes in 

uptown. After a preliminary survey of what other cities had 

accomplished, in January 1978 the Committee proposed a pilot 

project that would use mediation and arbitration for both civil 

and criminal cases. The Young Lawyers Section, under the 

chairmanship of Paul C. Kimball, Jr., and with the 

encouragement of Esther R. Rothstein, President of the Chicago 

Bar Association, resolved to develop a project plan for 

presentation to the CBA Board of Managers. The Neighborhood 

Justice Task Force was then constituted to research and 

formulate a plan. I assumed responsibility for directing this 

effort out of a long-standing interest in the conc~pt as both 

an attorney and a political scientist. 

The Task Force drew heavily upon the resources of the 

Political Science Department at Loyola University of Chicago, 

through the cooperation of Sam C. Sarkesian, its chairman. I 
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was joined by Jane Ratcliffe, a research associate with the 

Department, and undergraduates, Joseph Griseta (Class of '78) 

and Clement Risk (Class of '79). The students received 

academic credit for their work thrQugh the Department's 

internship program. 

Our efforts have culminated in this Report. In the 

course of its preparation we have talked with over one hundred 

individuals representing a variety of viewpoints within the 

uptown-Edgewater community, its neighborhood organizations, and 

the agencies which serve it (including the police, the State's 

Attorney's office, the bar and the Circoit Court). We have 

surveyed the burgeoning literature on neighborhood justice as 

well as the unpublished experiences of those who are putting 

the concept to work elsewhere. Our goal has' been to formulate 

a plan that would work in Chicago, a city of neighborhoods. 

We have been encouraged and supported by those 

mentioned above as well as by many others. Special 

acknowledgement is given for the ready assistance of Alice D. 

Tully, Administrative Director for the Young Lawyers Section, 

and the efficient clerical support of Roslyn Steinberg. The 

Task Force assumes full responsibili ty for the contents of. this 

Report. 

J.H .• K. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The search for ways to make the legal system more 

responsive to the needs of average citizens is a matter of 

widespread concern among attorneys. This report explores one 

way of meeting that concern through the creation of 

neighborhood justice centers for mediating and arbitr.ating 

minor citizen disputes. Specifically, the report recommends 

that the Chicago Bar Association sponsor the development .of a 

pilot project implementing the neighborhood justice concept in 

order to demonstrate its local feasibility. Finally, the 

report makes detailed recommendations concerning the form the 

pilot project shoUld assume. 
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II. NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE AS AN ALTERNATIVE 
TO FORMAL ADJUDICATION 

Many people in minor disputes over small amounts of 

money or property, or with neighbors, friends and family often 

cannot use conventional legal processes to settle these 

matters. To some extent, these unresolved matters are a breach 

in the law's promise of justice for all. Moreover, these 

controversies frequently fester over time and escalate into 

more serious disputes which ultimately increase the civil or 

criminal case load of an already overburdened legal system. 1 

Recognition of this twofold problem -- the unfulfilled 

demand for justice compounded by system-overload -- has 

produced several calls for new alternatives to formal 

adjudication. 2 Chief Justice Warren Burger, in his I:ernarks 

before the 1976 National Conference on the Causes of Popular 

Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice, sounded the 

call eloquently: 3 

First: Ways must be found to resolve minor disputes 
more fairly and more swiftly than any present judicial 
mechanisms make possible. The late Edmund Cahn, of 
New York University, reminded us that few things 
rankle in the human breast like a sense of injustice. 
With few exceptions, it is no longer economically , 
feasible to employ lawyers and conventional litigation 
processes for many "minor" or small claims, and what 
is "minor" is a sUbjective and variable factor. This 
means that there are few truly effective remedies for 
such evetyday grievances as usury, shoddy merchandise, 
shoddy services on a TV,a washing machine, a 
refrigerator, or a poor roofing jOb on a home. This 
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also means lawyers must reexamine what constitutes 
practice of law, for if lawyers refuse minor cases on 
economic grounds they ought not insist that only 
lawyers may deal with such cases. 

It is time to consider a new concept that has been 
approached from time to time and has a background in 
other countries. To illustrate rather than propose, 
we could consider the value of a tribunal consisting 
of three representative citizens, or two nonlawyer 
citizens and one specially trained lawyer or 
paralegal, and vest in them final unreviewable 
authority to decide certain kinds of minor claims. 
Flexibility and informality should be the keynote in 
such tribunals and they should be available at a 
neighborhood or community level and during some 
evening hours. 

Japan, for example, has only a fraction of the lawyers 
and judges we have per 100,000 population. In Japan, 
formal litigation is far less than in the united 
States, due to a long history of informal «community" 
and private processes for resolving disputes without 
Ii tigation and, hti.nce, without lawyers, judges and the 
attendant expense and delays. 

Second~ As the work of the courts increases, delays 
and costs will rise and the well-developed forms of 
arbitration should have wider use. Lawyers, judges 
and social scientists of other countries cannot 
understand our failure to make greater use of the 
arbitration process to settle disputes. I sUbmit a 
reappraisal of the values of the arbitration process 
is in order, to determine whether, like the 
Administrative Procedure Act, arbitration can div"ert 
litigation to other channels. 

While Chief Justice Burger's remarks aim primarily at 

reforming the ci viI ~.i tigation process, the thrust of actual 

reform has engaged both civil and criminal matters. 4 

Practitioners recognize that many less serious criminal cases 

arise out of un~~solved civil disputes which explode in 

controversies requiring police intervention and the filing of 

criminal complaints. Frequently, these are for assault, 
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battery or disorderly conduct. The City Attorney for Columbus, 

Ohio, for example, observes that many misdemeanors involve 

"reciprocally hostile relationships" in which two parties 

harass each other until a "victim" wins the race to ~he police 

station. 5 Consequently, the misdemeanor courts become 

dumping grounds for disputes which should be, but are no+:, 

resolved elsewhere. The experience of practicioners in many 

cities, including Columbus, New York, Rochester, Washington, 

D.C., Orlando, Florida, and Boston, has created a widespread 

belief that the reforms the Chief Justice suggests are 

applicable to both civil and criminal cases. 6 

A concept which has emerged as a front-runner in the 

search for alternatives to adjudication is the "neighborhood 

justice center" (nNJC n). The American Bar Association defines 

these as ~facilities • • • designed to make available a variety 

of methods of processing disputes, including arbitration, 

mediation, referral to small claims courts as well as referral 

to courts of general jurisdiction." 7 As implemented in many 

communities, the NJC concept assumes different forms. For 

example, in Columbus the center works out of one office serving 

the entire city, while in Atlanta, several neighborhood offices 

will be opened soon, each serving specific geographic 

communities within the city. Some centers are under the 

auspices of a governmental agency. Others are independent 

enti ties; sponsored by pr i vate organizations such as local bar 

-4-
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associations or community groups. However, a central theme 

runs throughout the NJC projects reviewed: many minor disputes 

(but no less real or aggravating in the lives of citizens), 

that would either be ignored completely or ineffectively 

processed, at high cost to individuals and the pUblic, by civil 

or criminal courts, are being cheaply mediated (in most cases) 

or arbitrated (in appropriate cases) successfully, outside the 

courts, with minimal involvement by lawyers. 8 

Given the many reports of neighborhood justice centers 

making justice more accessible while lessening burdens on 

overloaded courts, the Attorney General of the United States 

has actively endorsed the NJC idea. 9 Moreover, the 

Department of Justice, through the Law Endorcement Assistance 

Administration, is currently funding three pilot projects in 

Atlanta, Kansas City {Mo.), and Los Angeles. 10 The 

neighborhood justice center is an idea whose time has corne to 

Chicago. 

RECOMMENDATION 1: THE CHICAGO BAR ASSOCIATION SHOULD ENDORSE 

THE CONCEPT OF NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTERS 

AS AN IMPORTANT ALTERNATIVE TO FORMAL 

ADJUDICATION OF MINOR CITIZEN DISPUlrES. 

-,5-
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III. THE COMMUNITY NEED: CHI~~AGO 

Precise quantitative indicators of the unfulfilled 

demand for justice in Chicago or the caseloand relief that!:, may 

result from local neighborhood justice centers are presently 

unavailable. This is especially true with respect to purely 

civil matters. The number of filings in the Pro Se Branch of 

the Small Claims Court of the Cook County Circuit Court have 

declined during recent years from 6,501 in 1974-75 to 6,152 in 

1976-77. In the last reported year, the number of cases 

terminated exceeded filings resulting in a decrease in the 

relatively small backlog at the end of the year. 11 

However, these figures'do not measure the demand for 

civil justice. The efficient procedures of the Pro Se Court 

are simply unavailable to many disputing citizens. First, 

because the court's jurisdiction is limited to legal remedies, 

it cannot order parties to do or not do something (other than 

pay damages). Thus, youth harassment, over-the-fence 

arguments, parking disputes, messy garbage areas, and 

trespassing children are presently beyond the court's power to 

remedy. Secondly, the current jurisdictional amount of $300 

precludes from the courts many cases involving amounts too·) 

small to warrant the average citizen's paying a lawyer to take 

the case to S~all Claims Court. 12 Third, even ~hen the case 

-6.;. 
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might fit within the jurisdictional framework of the Pro Se 

Court, the practical deterrents to citizen use of this forum 

are high. How many citizens can afford to take the time off 

from work to appear in court in order to recover the small 

amounts involved? 13 How m~ny members of Chicago's diverse. 

ethnic population can surmount the linguistic, cultural and 

knowledge barriers surrounding formal legal institutions? Does 

the six percent decline in Pro Se Court filings over the last 

three years suggest a decrease in the social relevance of the 

procedure as presently constituted? 

Other data are available concerning the demand for 

civil justice in Chicago. The number of filings in the Housing 

Court of the Chancery Division has shot up over 150% in the 

last three years from 12,103 in 1974-75 to 18,664 in 1976-77. 

During the s~me period, the backlog of housing cases has 

increased from 15,840 to 23,268. 14 While these figures 

undoubtedly reflect the deteriorating condition of Chicago's 

housing stock, they also suggest a growing demand for civil 

justice in the landlord-tena.nt area -- a demand not likely to 

be satisfied in the increasingly congested Housing Court. 

Citywide needs for neighborhood justice are more 

clearly reflected in data on the criminal side. It strongly 

suggests that an inordinate proportion of resources, formally 

allocated to pUblic safety, are actually consumed in a rather 
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fruitless effort to quiet private disputes that are not 

resolved elsewhere. 

I~ 1976, the Chicago police made 288,415 arrests in 

non-traffic cases. Twenty percent of these arrests (56,580) 

were for serious offenses, i.e., crimes used by the FBI to 

compute an index of the crime rate - murder, rape, aggravated 

assault, robbery, burglary, theft and auto theft. The other 

231,835 arrests were for less serious offenses, i.e., non-index 

crimes. 15 Of these, about 75% were for offenses, which 

because of their less serious nature, may form the pool of 

cases from which neighborhood justice centers might draw, based 

on the experience of projects in ten other cities. These cases 

are broken down by type in Table 1. 

TABLE 1* 

Arrests For Minor Offenses In Chicago, 1976 

Other assaults 
Offenses against family and children 
Disorderly conduct 
Vandalism 
Other 

Total 

17,251 
2,072 

129,401 
6,735 

17,222 

172,681 

* Source: Chicago Police Department, Statistical- Summary (1976). 

The category on Table 1 which probably would provide 

most cases ripe for resolution by neighborhood justice ce~2ers 

is disorderly conduct -- the catch-all of the criminal justice 

system. About 56% of all non~index crimes fall in this 
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category and about 45% of all arrests are for disorderly 

conduct. Of course, not all disorderly conduct arrests are 

necessarily within the jurisdiction of a center. Other 

criteria must be present. Arrest figures such as these, 

however, roughly indicate outer limits of the demand. 

In the period December 1, 1976 - November 30, 1977, 

the Circuit Court of COOK County, Municipal District *1 (i.e., 

the City of Chicago), made final dispositions in 239,926 cases 

involving misdemeanors and ordinance violations (excluding 

traffic offenses). Only 14% of these (33,765) were guilty 

dispositions, while the remaining 86% were not-guilty 

dispositions (206,16l). 16 These figures vividly show that 

an inordinate proportion of the criminal justice system's 

resources are committed to problems about which it does 

little. Many misdemeanors brought to court and processed to a 

not-guilty disposition could be more efficiently and more 

satisfactorily resolved through the neighborhood justice 

mechanism. Moreover, many cases ending in a disposition of 

t,echnical guilt also fall into this category. These 

observations are verified by Table 2 which analyzes 

dispositions of misdemeanors/ordinance violations. The table 

includes data for the city only. 

-9-



TABLE 2 * 

Judicial Dispositions Of Misdemeanors In Chicago, 1977 
(Circuit Court of Cook County, District #l) 

Final Dispositions (12/76-1l/77} 

Guilty: 
Fined 

Jailed 8,302 
10,263 

3,406 
1,723 

10,071 

Probation/Supervision 
Conditional Discharge 
Ordered To Fay 

Not-Guil ty: 
Discharged 
Leave To File Denied 
Stricken Off-Leave To Reinstate 
Non-Suit 
D.W.P 
Nolle Prosequi 
Supervision Terminated 
Other 

14,544 
61,138 
55,124 
45,939 
19,581 

4,173 
3,434 
2,228 

33,i65 

206,161 

*Source: Clerk of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Statistical 
Report: 1974-1977 

About 21% of the citywide dispositions were non-suited 

or disposed of through lack of prosecution. This indicates the 

large segment of the misdemeanor case load which fails because 

of victim and/or witness unwillingness to press formal 

charges. The number of cases which are disposed of through 

supervision· (an extra-l~gal disposition for sentencing a 

technical guilty defendant without ultimately imposing a guilty 

judgment, provided the defendant satisfies the.terms of the 

supervision), conditional discharges and 6rders to pay 
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restitution, indicates the court's effort to cope w~th cases 

many of which might be more economically and satisfact.or ily 

handled through a neighborhood justice center. Satisfaction 

h~re refers to the extent to which the underlying dispute which 

leads to criminal proceedings is resolved. 

These facts deomonstrate a need throughout Chicago for 

new ways of dealing with minor civil and criminal disputes. 

The experience of other cities strongly suggests that the 

neighborhood justice center is a workable response to that 

need. A pilot project employing the concept will demonstrate 

how it can be applied to Chicago. 

-11-
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VI. A PILOT PROJECT FOR THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD 

A. A Neighborhood Of Diversity. 

The uptown-Edgewater community in the city's far 

northeast corner is a good site for a pilot neighborhood 

justice center. It is microcosm of the city as suggested by 

the following data on the community. It is expected that from 

this heterogeneity a diverse range of disputes occur which is 

representative of those arising in other neighborhoods of the 

city. Such experience will be valuable in developing this 

program in other Chicago neighborhoods. 

Uptown-Edgewater is a predominantly residential 

community built during the 1920's and 1930's apartment 

construction boom. The lake front and Lincoln Park are its 
,) 

eastern border, Ravenswood Avenue and the Chicago and 

Northwestern Railroad tracks the western one, Irving Park Road 

the southern boundary and Devon Avenue the northerri one. 

Socio-economic diversity characterize the 136,436 

residents of the community. Foreign born persons comprise 41% 

of the total population. People from Latin American and Asian 

countries form the majority of these residents, that is 14% and 

8% respectively. 17 A comparison of 1971 with 1976 

elementary school enrollment figures indicates that foreign-

-12-, 
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born, particularly those from Latin America and Asia, increased 

numerically and proportionally in the com~unity. 18 For many 

of these people, uptown-Edgewater is the port of entry. This 

is reflected in the number of children who do not have fluency 

in English. 19 This rise in foreign born population has been 

complemented by a decrease of the white population. People of 

Appalachian heritage who have constituted a significant 

proportion of the total white population in the 1960's have 

declined in numbers. 20 This observation is based upon 

aeclining school figures. White enrollment dropped from 64% to 

45% between 1971 and 1976. 21 

The proportion of the population 65 and older has 

shifted upwards in recent years to 17% according to the 1970 

census. This is sUbstantially above the 10% reported for the 

city as a whole. 22 Beginning in the fall of 1969, state 

mental institutions returned elderly patients who were only 

receiving custodial care to community living. It is estimated 

between 10,000 and 15,000 of these people settled in the 

northeast communities. 23 Most likely they were not included 
o 

in the 1970 census report since the state program was in its 

early stages in 1970. In addition, the construction of several 

senior citizen apartment buldings by the Chicago Housing 

Authority and the opening of nursing homes after 1970 may have 

brought more elderly persons into the community, an estimated 

3,000 to 4,000. 

-13-



The income of many residents places them in the middle 

or lower levels. The medium income was $10,163 in 1970. Fifty 

percent had incomes over $10,000 and 14% of the familles had 

income below the $4,000 level. 24 The presence of day labor 

employment services both for profit and not-for-profit plus 

numerous second-hand clothing and furniture stores are 

unobstrusive measures of the significant number of persons in 

the lower income category. In 1976, 4,130 families were 

receiving AFDC support in the 60613 and 60640 zip code 

areas. 25 Former state mental patients as well as most 

elderly persons have limited income of which most comes from 

social security checks or pUblic aid. 26 

The majority of the population liie in multiple unit 

buildings and are renters. Th~ 1970 census reported 90% of the 

dwelling units were rental and that most owners do not live in 

the buildings. 27 Short term residency is the pattern. For 

example, 37% of the 1970 respondees had moved into their place 

of residency in 1969-1970. The housing stock with the 

exception of the lakefront high rise and low rise (4+l) 

apartment building, was built before 1939. A significant 

proportion of the older housing is in poor condition, 

particularly in the uptown area. This problem dates to before 

1960. In the Census of Housing for 1960, 8 of the 12 census 

tracts composing uptown had more than 10% of the housing in 

substandard condition.· 28 Several tracts had as much 'as 

-14-



60% of their housing identified in this category. 29 In 

Edgewater the housing deterioration is concentrated in the 

eastern section. In 1976-77 the Organization of the North East 

identified 27 abandoned buildings in both communities awaiting 

demolition. 30 Several hundred buildings in these 

communities have numerous violations of the city's building 

code and have been taken to Housing Court. In Edgewater alone 

during the past two years, the Edgewater Community Council's 

Safety Program followed up on l16 housing cases. 31 Some 

housing rehabilitation is beginning to occur by both resident 

and absentee owners. Housing preservation and maintenance is a 

high priority activity for most community organizations. More 

often the small unit buildings are involved than the large 

25-unit plus structures. 

B. The unsatisfied Demand For Justice In uptown-Edgewater. 

Precise statistical indicators of the need for a 

neighborhood justice center in uptown-Edgewater are presently 

unavailable. However, two kinds of data are reported here in 

order to suggest the parameters of the need. First, 

informat.ion about the number and kinds of misdemeanor arrests 

being made in the community and the disposition of cases in the 

misdemeanor court serving the area hints broadly at the 

magnitude of interpersonal conflict not being adequately 
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resolved through conventional adjudication. Second, data 

collected from agencies and organizations working in the 

community about disputes that come to their attention 

illustrate the nature of the controversies that may fall within 

the purview of a neighborhood justice center~ 

1. Misdemeanor data. In 1977, police in the 2Gth 

(Foster Avenue) and 23rd (Town Hall) Police Districts made 

26,084 non-traffic arrests in response to radio calls. 

Seventy-one percent (18,440) were for index crimes, indicating 

the more serious nature of crime in uptown-Edgewater in 

comparison to the city. The other 7,644 arrests were for 

non-index crimes. 32 On the assumption that about 75% of 

" 

these cases were of the less serious nature (extrapolating from 

citywide data) which might form the pool from which a 

neighborhood justice center in that community would draw, 5,733 

cases would have comprised that pool in 1977. Probably about 

4,000 of these were for disorderly conduct (again projecting 

from citywide figures). 

There is no way to determine the precise proportion of 

these cases which would be ripe for resolution thrQugh the 

neighborhood mechanism. That would depend on o'ther 

. jurisdictional criteria that might be applied. Twenty percent 

may Oe a reasonable estimate. This suggests a large pool of 

potential NJC cases and also illustrates the commitment of 

police resources to needs more effectively served in other ways. 

-16-
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These impressions are strongly confirmed by data ~bout 

the processing of misdemeanor cases arising on the city's 

northside in Branch 29 of the Circuit Court. ,In early March, 

the proceedings of Branch 29 were observed on two days for a 

total of six and a half hours. The adverse conditions caused 

by a flood of cases about which the court can do little 

strongly suggests the need to develop alternatives to formal 

adjudication. The need is illustrated by the pattern of 

.dispositions observed during that period and presented in Table 

3. 

TABLE 3 

Judicial Dispositions Of Misdemeanors 
On Chicago's Northside, 1978 

(Circui~ Court of Cook County, District *1, Branch 29) 

Afternoons of 
Dispositions January, 1978* March 2 and 3** 

Guilty: 
Fined 133 
Jailed 33 
Probabtion 3 
Supervision 62 
Conditional Discharge 1 

Not-Guilty: 
Discharged 37 
Leave To File Denied (LFD) 258 
Stricken With Leave To 497 

Reinstate 
Non-Suit 480 
DWP 263 
Nolle Prosequi 1 
Supervision 0 
Other 1 

-17-

1 
1 
0 
4 
1 

232 7 

8 
12 

7 

40 
0 
0 
1 
0 

1,537 68 



Dispositions 

Pending Dispositions: 
Continuance 
Bond Forfeiture warrant 
Othe.r 

Afternoons of 
January, 1978* March 2 and 3** 

N/A 
90 
o 

25 
10 

3 

*Source: Unpublished data filed at the Office of the Clerk of 
the Circuit Court of Cook County. 

**Source: Personal observation in court on the dates indicated. 

The figures reported are unofficial and may contain 

minor inaccuracies. While the physical conditions in Branch 29 

are excellent and highly suitable for "court watching", and 

while the official demeanor of the personnel was orderly and 

consistent with due process, the flow of cases was at times so 

swift that the actual disposition occasionally could not be 

precisely determined by the observer. The pattern is repeated 

in official data, provided by the Clerk, for the month of 

January. 

During the six and a half hours of observation, the 

court disposed of approximately 113 charges. Of these, only 7 

charges or about 6% of the total resulted in adjudications of 

guilt. Moreover, as can be seen in the t:able, most guilty 

defendants were given court supervi;~ion or a conditional 

discharge which would probably result in the final entry of a 

not-guilty disposition. On the other hand, 68 charges or over 

60% of the total were not-guilty dispositions. The 

overwhelming proportion of these were non-suited, stricken with 
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leave to reinstate, or denied on a motion to file. While a 

precise figure would be misleading, it was clear to the 

observers that most of these dispositions resulted from the 

failure of complaining witnesses to appear. Often, both 

defendant and complaining witness failed to answer the call, 

suggesting that the parties probably had mutually agreed not to 

show up. Most of the small proportion of cases that were 

formally discharged involved violations of dog licensing 

provisions of city ordiances. Discharges were granted upon 

defendants' proof of sUbsequent compliance. 

The high no-show rate of complaining witnesses 

strongly hints at the ongoing relationship between victims and 

defendants which exists in many cases. Frequently, the 

defendant told the State's Attorney that the complaining 

witness was not coming to court. Many cases involved squabbles 

which led to a public disturbance and a technical criminal 

offense -- typically, feuds among neighbors, families, friends 

or tenants. While calming the immediate crisis may not signal 

any real resolution of the problem which produced the squabble, 

the thought of pressing a formal criminal complaint to its full 

conclusion is simply more than most "victims" are willing to do 

under the circumstances. 

Even in cases where complainants appear, it frequently 

occurs that the case might be more appropriately resolved 

outside the court at a sUbstantial savings in judicial 
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resources. Two such cases, of the small handful of those in 

which parties were present, occurred. They are classic 

illustrations of the need for informal alternatives to formal 

adjudication. 

The first case involved a ruckess among the 

complainant, his in-laws and their neighbors, over the way the 

neighbors' car was parked too close to the complainant's. In 

the argument which ensued, the complainant received minor cuts 

on the wrist, leg and stomach. Apparently the complainant was 

himself a defendant in another case arising out of the same 

incident. After two and a half hours of court timelone 

defendant received a conditional discharge and $100 fine. on the , ,-'-

battery charges arising out of the cutting. Another defendant 

received a one 'year court supervision for resisting arrest and 

failing to disperse. Because of the procedural and other role 

constraints on the court, it is doubtful whether the 

long-standing problem among these neighbors wa~ adequately 

addressed by the court in spite of the heroic (and costly) 

efforts by the judge to resolve the case. 

Th~ second case involved a dispute between a landlord 

and former tenant who had been evicted in an earlier 

proceeding. Several other tenants were present to corroborate 

the landlordts charge that the defendant kept returning to the 
j q 

building to harrass him and the other tenants. The case 

ill.ustrates how some disputes escalat,\e over time, the same 

parties returning to court again and again because the cou,rt is 
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unable to confront the underlying controversy at the outset. 

The proceedings consumed about half an hour of the court's time 

and resulted in defendant's being placed on a one year court 

supervision, on the condition that he stay away from the 

building. 

In other words, nearly half the court's time was spent 

on two cases involving continuing disputes between persons kown 

to each other, which probably could be resolved more 

effectively and efficiently outside the formal adjudication 

process. The cost -to the system, which results from the need 

to adjudicate such cases and to process the numerous others to 

a non-suited conclusion, involves a resource drain away from 

the need to effectively deal with cases requiring forceful 

criminal prosecution. An example occurred during the court 

watching sessions. 

A defendant was charged with disorderly conduct. The 

complaining witness, a young woman dressed in an Army uniform, 

testified that the defendant and another defendant, not 

present, had grabbed her in a stairwell of her apartment 

building late one evening. She broke away and hailed a patrol 

car. The judge lectured the State's Attorney that the case 

shoUld have been charged as a battery and possibly an attempted 

rape, and that the charge was like "charging an attempted 

murderer with smoking on a bus." After continuing the case to 

allow the State's Attorney t6 determine if the case should be 

refiled under new charges, the judge and State's Attorney 
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conversed about the latter's dilemma of having to take the 

cases as they came to him at the hearing. If the court's 

calendar were not so clogged with "junk" cases, could resources 

now consumed~by the latter be better spent on more serious 

matters? 

2. Agency data. Insights into the nature of disputes 

occurring in the community were obtained by interviewing people 

who work in public and private organizations and agencies 

serving the residents. A survey of 34 agencies produced data 

about (1) the types of disputes that come to their attention 

either directly or indirectly and (2) the socio-economic 

profile of the disputants. The organizations and agencies 

contacted during February 1978 are representative of the social 

and economic diversity of the community (See Appendix A for a 

full list of those contacted). They included church 

organizations, agencies serving particular ethnic groups, 

community organizations and gov~rnment programs. 

Each organization was asked about disputes it 

processed, referred and felt existed in the community. Eight 

of the organizations and agencies contacted, due to the nature 

of thei! service and community interaction, had no ,knowledge of 

disputes. Many of the 28 orgariizations and agencies responding 

could give no exact numerical data on minor disputes. However, 

their descriptive responses help identify the range of disputes 

and their rank importance. The disputes grouped according to 

types of relationships between disputants are, listed on Table 4 
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along with examples of the conflicts. 

TABLE 4 

Minor Disputes In uptown-Edgewater 
As yiewed By Community Organizations 

Types of 
Disputes 

Number of 
Organizations 
"Processing ll 

Such Disputes 

Landlord v. tenants: 
Eviction/Lockout 
Security deposit 
Rent increase 
Building code 
violations 

Other 
Total 

Family members v. family 
Marital problems 
Wife beating 
Child abuse & neglect 
Runaways 
Other 

Total 

Youth v. residents: 
Gang activities 
Harassment 
Vandalism 
Other 

Total 

1 
2 
2 
3 

members: 
1 
1 
1. 
2 
1 

1 
1 

6 

Individual v. pUblic 
Social security 
PUblic aid 

agency: 

Police 
Immigration 
Other 

Total 

Number of 
Organizations 

Referring 
Such Disputes 

3 
1 
2 
2 

5 
2 
4 
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2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
-8 

Number of 
Organizations 

Perceiving 
Such Disputes 

1 

1 
1 

12 
-15 

3 
1 
4 

4 
2 
3 

-9 

1 
2 
3 

Total Number. 
Organizations 

Mentioning 
Such Disputes 

43 

25 

19 

18 



· 1. 

Types of 
Disputes 

Number of 
Organizations 
"Processing" 
Such Disputes 

Number of 
Organizations 

Referring 
Such Disputes 

Number of 
Organizations 

Perceiving 
Such Disputes 

Total Number 
Organizations 

Mentioning' 
Such Dis_utes 

Consumer v. business: 
Overcharging 
Breach of contract 
Bailments 
Bad checks 
Non-payment 
Shoplifting 
Other 

Total 

Employee v. employer: 
Overtime payment 
Insurance payments 

Total 

Friends (& neighbOrS) v. 
Fist fights 
Dog soilage/barking 
Noise 
Auto accident 

Total 

I 

friends: 
2 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

-S 

Thirteen organizations and agencies process disputes. 

This could include responding to a call for help by the 

Community Intervention Service Program, to assisting a person 

with a court suit by the Organization of the North East, to 

being a complainant in a case. The most frequently mentioned 

disputes processed occur between landlord-tenant, family members 

and youth and residents. A sense of their frequency of 

occurrence was obtained from several agencies able to supply 

statistics. These are given on Table 5. They do reflect the 

specialized nature of these agencies' work, such as Trav~ler's 

Aid ar,ldthe large number of immigrant cases. Caution must be 
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used in projecting the frequency of occurrence of a given type 

of dispute for the community. 

TABLE 5 

"Processed" Disputes: ·Types and Frequency 

No. Cases 
Organization/Agency Types of Disputes in 1977 % of Total 

uptown People's 
Community Service 
Center 

Victim/Witness 
Advocacy Program 

Divorce 
Consumer disputes 

Serious violent 
personal crimes 

Battered wives 

65/75 
100 

60 

40 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Community Intervention 
Service Program 

Traveler's Aid of 
Metro. Chicago, 
uptown Office 

Domestic violence 
Landlord-tenant fights 
Neighbors' brawling 

Immigration 
Illegal aliens 
Runaways 

) 
}11,000 
) 

) Several 
) hundred 
Over 100 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Organization of the 

North East 
Criminal cases, i.e., 

murder, rape, youth 
har.:'!c1ment 

10 

--~---------------~----------------------------------------------
Edgewater-uptown 

Safety Program 
Housing code 
violations 

Evictions 

800 

30/40 

Twenty-three organizations and agencies make referrals 

to agencies which can offer help. Many of these agencies plug 

directly into the justice system. Numerical data on the 

frequency of disputes referred is scant. Interviewees more 

easily assigned verbal ratings, such as "rare", "sometime" 
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and "frequent". The organizations and agencies supplying this 

data are listed on Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

Referred Disputes: Types And Frequency 
(A Sampling Of Responses) 

No. Cases 
Organization/Agency Types of Disputes 

Christopher House 
Lakeside 

Edgewater-uptown 
Community Safety 
Program 

Marital 

Security deposits 
Vandalism 
Eviction of tenant 

in 1977 % of Total 

Rare 

Few 
Seldom 
Most 

---------------------------------------~------.-------------------
Just Jobs 

St. Gertrude Rectory 

St. Thomas of 
Canterbury 

united Charities -
Geriatric 

uptown Five Guild 

Landlord-tenant 
Employer-employee 

Family counseling 

Child abuse 

Landlord-tenant 
Social security 

Eviction 
Housing complaints 

) 2/3 per 50% 
) week 50% 

50/70 

60/100 

)3 cases 
)per week 

Frequent 
Some 

25% 

--~---------~------------------,----------------------------------
Vietnamese Services Landlord-tenant 

Housing disputes 
in general (other 
than landlord-tenant) 

EmploYE!r -employee 

15/20 
20/15 

5/10 

Twenty-one organizations and agencies preceived many 

other disputes to be occurring in the community with vary"Ing 
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fre~uency. Some of those. responding were biased by their m6re 

direct contact with disputes through processing or referrals. 

Although this answer does not expand our knowledge of types of 

disputes, it does suggest either the disp~tes identified occur 

more frequently than suspected by survey results or the 

interviewee's perception is colored. The truth may lie 

somewhere in between these extremes. 

Although many of the clients of organizations/agencies 

surveyed have lower incomes, the disputes identified are not 

restricted to lower income residents. Complainants in housing 

related disputes could be property owners. Smaller, older 

apartment buildings with 2 to 10 units constitute a significant 

proportion of the community's housing stock. Owner occupancy is 

common which leads to careful selection of tenants. But, even 

then, problems can arise for landlords with their tenants who 

are likely to be working people with middle incomes. Both 

renters and owners of these building are troubled by vandalism 

and harassment by youth, particularly if the building is located 

near a school. Conflict between neighbors of all incomes can 

stem from noise and pets. Disputes in consumer-business cases 

are not correlated with given income level. 

Lower income people are associates with housing 

disputes involving building code violations and/or the supply of 

basic services, such as heat or water. This association is not 

unexpe.cted since their income restr iets them to lower rent uni ts 

in poorly maintained buildings. Money disputes arise in 
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families of lower income residents. They seek help from social 

service agencies. Marital problems, wife beating and child 

abuse may occur among middle income families but they probably 

go unreported or are dealt with quietly through private channels. 

Disputes identified do not seem to be correlated with 

age either by type ot frequency of occurrence. Employee-

employer disputes do tend to be related with ethnicity and 

immigrant status regardless of the place of origin. Different 

cultural backgrounds could be one source of the problems but 

more likely they are language related. An inverse relationship 

probably exists between work related disputes and English 

fluency. 

C. Community Receptivity To The Neighborhood Justice Center. 

The survey enabled the Task Force to explore with these 

community organizations and agencies the concept of the 

neighborhood justice center. Overall most had positive 

reactions and felt the community would benefit from the 

establishment of the center. One indication of their positive 

response carne from Captain David Dahlberg of the Salvation 

Army. He asked, nWhen do you open, so that I can send you some 

busines." A willingness to refer cases was also expressed by 
I:}, 

other agencies. In additl6n,brganizations and agencies 

indicated their cooperation in distributing literature to their 

clients and/or including a write-up in their pUblications, such 
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as newsletters. They felt that the community would be open and 

recep~ive to using the center; but how disputants may respond 

could be quite different. 

People interviewed believe that many disputes go 

unresolved for~ variety of reasons. Loss of time from the jOb 

is the usual re~son given for unresolved landlord-tenant 

disputes over security deposits and for some consumer-merchant 

disputes. Confusion about how to use the judicial system 

hinders others. The majority of evictions and/or lockouts 

according to Jody Adler of the Edgewater-Uptown Safety Program 

are resolved outside of court. Societal attitudes against 

intervening in domestic squabbles keep these cases from being 

resolved within the court or through intervention by the police 

who are often called during the heat of the conflict. This 

explanation was given by an experienced agency employee working 

on such cases. 

RECOMMENDATION 2: THE CHICAGO BAR ASSOCIATION SHOULD SPONSOR 

THE CREATION OF A NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

IN THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER COMMUNITY AS A PILOT 

PROJECT TO PROVIDE DATA CONCERNING THE 

FEASIBILITY OF SUCH CENTERS IN CHICAGO. 
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v. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

A. Experience Of Other Centers. 

Neighborhood justice centers have taken various 

organizational forms. They may be classified as "dependent" 

and "inde~endent" structures (see Figure 1). 

A "dependent" structure is one in which ~he project is 

sponsored and operated as a branch or a sUb-branch of an 

existing agency or institution. This category breaks down into 

those that are pUblicly sponsored and those that are privately 

sponsored. A pUblicly sponsored project is one which is 

sponsored by a governmental agency, usually a criminal justice 

agency. Examples include those sponsored by the courts, the 

prosecutor's office or the police. The Miami Citizen Dispute 

Settlement center and the Boston Urban Court Project are both 

sponsored by the courts. The Columbus Night Prosecutor Program 

is sponsored by the City Attorney's Office of Columbus, Ohio. l 

In puolicly sponsored "dependent" projec~s, policy 

decisions are usually made by a supervising officer of the 

sponsoring agency and the project director. There mayor may 

not be community input into policy~making through a community 

advisory board or committee. The Boston project currently 
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FIGURE 1 
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li 

@ AS OF THIS TIME WE HAVE NO DEFINITE INFORM;\TION AS TO THE INCLUSION OF CQMvtUNITY MEMBERS ON THE BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS OF lliE SAN FRANCISCO PROJECT. 



utilizes such a board, which is also a subcommittee of a larger 

Dorchester Court Community Advisory Board. It provides the 

resident~; of the target community with an opportunity to 

influence policy. The advisory sUbcommittee recommends policy 

to the project director who with the First Justice of the Court 

decides whether to accept the suggestions. The director might 

also sUbmit policy proposals to the board for its 

recommendations. The committee's authority is only advisory. 

This is very different from community representation of a board 

of directors in a corporate structured project. 

The criteria which the Boston Court uses in selecting 

people to serve on the board include: (1) residence in the 

community, (2) an ongoing concern for the well-being of the 

community, and (3) a willingness to become involved ,in 

community activities. It is important to note that the Boston 

project is currently in the process of changing to an 

"independent" corporate entity. The director explained that 

the new structure would be more effective in soliciting 

foundation funds. 2 The changes that will be taking place in 

the Boston project will be discussed below. 

The Miami and ColumbUS projects are examples of 

"dependent" pUblic agency sponsored projects which do not have 

community advisory boards. As a result, there is no direct 

community ivolvement or input into policy-making. The policy 

in these two projects is formulated solely by the project 
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director and the sponsoring agency. 

There are many advantages as well as disadvantages to 

PUblic sponsorship. One significant advantage is that the case 

flow is largely controlled by the sponsoring agency. The 

sponsoring agency is the largest source of 'referrals, and 

because control is maintained by that agency, it has the power 

to assure an adequate supply of cases. This point has been 

demonstrated by the Columbus and Miami projects. 3 

A further advantage of pUblic sponsorship is the fact 

that respondents can be more easily persuaded or convinced that 

they should participate in mediation and arbitration processes. 

'A request for a respondent to appear for a hearing is more . 

'effective when it comes from the prosecutor's office or the 

police department because a threat of formal charges or arrest 

can be used in the wording of the request. 4 However, a 

project need not always be directly sponsored by a pUblic 

agency to take advantage of this effective method of requesting 

respondents to appear. The Rochester project uses Court 

Complaint Clerk stationery even though it is a privately 

sponsored project. 5 This results from a close working 

. relationship between the two entities which falls short of 

actual sponsorship. 

Disadvantages of pUblic sponsorship include: (1) 

direct criminal justice agency involvement may create a 

presumption that the project is tilted in favor of 
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complainants; (2) close ties to the criminal justice system may 

stigmatize a losing party and further compound the problem 

underlying the dispute, and (3) the community is not as easily 

cinvolved. 6 The third point is demonstrated by the lack of a 

Community Advisory Board in the Columbus and Miami projects. 

Many people feel that the disadvantages of the "dependent" 

pUblicly sponsored model outweigh the advantages and make it 

unsuitable for many communities. 

Some projects use a "dependent" structure and yet are 

sponsored by private agencies or institutions. Examples of 

this type of sponsorship would include any projects sponsored 

by the American Arbitration Association ("MA"), the Institute 

for Mediation and Conflict Resolution or local bar 

associations. The policy making structures in this type of 

project are very si.milar to those employed by the pUblicly 

sponsored projects just discussed, with the major exception 

that there is more community involvement. The Rochester 

Community Dispute Services project is an agency of the AAA. 

Policy is made primarily by the Diretor of Justice Center 

Projects (who is a vice president of the AAA) and the Rochester 

project director. There is, h~w,ver, significant input from an 

Advisory Board which consists of 24 community members. 

Although this board does not act as a governing body, it does 

influence policy. This structtir,e is similar to the New York 

Institute for Mediation and Conflict Resolution center which is 
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also sponsored by a private corporate entity, with the 

exception that there is no advisory board. 

Examples of projects which have been set up by local 

bar associations include the Orlando Citizen Dispute Settlement 

j center and the San Jose Neighborhood Court.. Decisions on 

policy in the Orlando project are made by an Executive Board of 

the Orange County Bar Association and the project director. 

The Executive Board is responsible primarily for formufating 

general policy and making decisions as to the long-term 

development of the project. The director of the project makes 

daily decisions and short-term planning. 7 Unlike the San 

Jose project, the Orlando program does not use a citizen board. 

In San Jose, the Citizens Advisory Committee "provides 

valuable assistance in developing detailed plans for 

implementing and running the project." 8 The eleven member 

committee was appointed by the judge in the small claims 

division of the municipal court and is chaired by a former 

president of the Santa Clara County Bar Association. The final 

decisions on policy are made, however, by a committee within 
>, '1 'I 

the Bar Association. One criterion for selection to the 

.Advisory Commi ttee is exper ienc,e in the problems of small 

claims court users. The committee represents such commuity 

interests as housing, small businesses and community service 
,,; 

, 
agencies. This input is valuable in directing project pol~cy 

toward the necessities of the target community. 
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The major advantages of private sponsorship include: 

(1) an image of neutrality to the pUblic: (2) the reduction of 

stigmatization through separation from the criminal justice 

system, and (3) the ability to build upon a broad base of 

general support from the community (including support in the 

form of grants from institutions). 9 These advantages derive 

from many of the disadvantages found in pUblic sponsorship. 

Where the pUblic projects are weak, the privately sponsored 

ones are strong. Conversely, the disadvantages of private 

sponsorship are akin to the positive points of pUblic 

sponsorship. For instance, some privately sponsored projects 

have problems getting a sufficient caseload. In order to 

augment a small caseload, a project must develop relationships 

with criminal justice agencies from which it will receive 

referrals. A potential danger exists here because if the 

project becomes too dependent on the criminal justice system it 

can lose much of its autonomy. Another disadvantage of the 

privately sponsored projects comes in the form of a lack of 

long term funding. It is easier for pUblicly sponsored 

projects to become institutionalized, while private projects 

must continuoustly find new funds over the long term. 10 

Although there are some basic disadv~ntages to private 

sponsorship, many believe that it is more in keeping with the 

"community nature" of the programs. 
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An "independent" structure is autonomous ftom any 

other entity. The basic difference between this form and the 

"dependent" structure is that there is a Board of Directors 

which autonomously makes policy. (especially financial 

decisions). The project director is usually directly 

responsible to the board which may be comprised wholly or in 

part of community residents. This is a critical 

differentiating point between "dependent" and "independent" 

structures. Depending on the number of community residents 

allowed to sit on the board, the target community has a direct 

governing role. If community representation within the board 

of directors is not sufficient, a community advisory board 

might still be employed to give residents some role in 

policy-making. 

Two examples of a non-profit corporate structure are 

the Neighborhood Justice Center of Atlanta anq the San 

Francisco Community Board project. The Boston project is also 

planning to become a non-profit corporation. 11 The Atlanta 

program is currently operating under a board comprised of 

twelve members, eight of whom represent the courts and the 

organized bar while the remaining four are influential business 

per~ons from the area. A selection process is currently being 

carried on which will result in the placing of six residents 6f 
(I 

'the target community on the board. 
\1,,-:::-

The project/has aSked 
o 

eighteen interest groups and agencies in the target 

neighborhood ,~o sUbmit up to three names of community 
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c~esidents they think worthy to serve on the Qoard. The names 

submitted will then be reviewed by the existing board and the 

six additional board members will be chosen from this poot. 

The present 'director of the project has stated that the board 

will attempt to "choose six residents who will comprise a 

cross-section of the target community." 12 The citizens on 

this board will not act merely as advisors but rather as 

policy-makers. The structure employed by the San Francisco 

project is similar to that of the Atlanta project but at this 

time the extent of' community participation is unknown. 

The Boston project, in converting to a non-~rofit 

corporation, plans to have a board of directors comprised of 

twelve to fifteen members. For the most part these members 

will be influential persons fom the local business community. 

According to the director these people are being recruited for 

their business expertise and abilities in ~aising the necessary 

funding for the project's continuation. At the present time it 

is planned that only one resident of the target community will 

be allowed to sit on the board. However, in order to remedy 

this apparent lack of representation, the current Urban Court 

Subcommittee will be given veto pOw.ers <'~ver any and all policy 

decisions. In this way the community will be even more 

effectjvely represented within the future structure thad it has 

been in the past. The plan is attractive because it combines 

the expertise of professionals in the 
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bu~iness com~unity and the interests of the target neighborhood 
I) 

within the policy-making apparatus. 

The "independent" corporate structure retains most of 

the structural advantages of a privately sponsored "dependent" 

project outlined above. There are also several ad~itional 

advantages, including the opportunity for even greater 

participation by the community in policy-making, and the 

absence of liabilities to sponsoring agencies. It is possible 

that a person may in~he future bring suit against an NJC for 

damages resulting from a qenial of due process or some other 

legal right. There is also the possibility of a lawsuit 

arising from physical injuries sustained on the premises of an 

NJC. 

With respect to a lawsuit based on denial of due . 
process it se.ems that mos.t project directors (regardless of 

their project structure) feel that such a suit would be 

ineffective, because the participation in the process is 
, 

voluntary, and because (in most cases) a statement to this 

effect is signed by the parties,. It is also pointed out by 

more than one director that the participants are 'always free to 
';.: 

take their dispute into the court system if they are 

dissatisfied with the results obtained from the NJC. It can be 

concluded, therefore, that in a ,case of a due proc~iss violatio~t 
, " 

claim there may be' no significant difference in lia,bility 

between the project st;}:·uctur~?' 
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This is not the case however with suits arising from 

personal physical injuries, etc. In the case of a suit 

involving personal physical injuries the structure of the 
, 

project has a signifiant impact on the liabilities involved. 

For instance, in the case of the Boston project a plaintiff 

could conceivably sue the city of Boston for such damages. 

Under the future structure of the Boston project, however, the 

city will have no liability. Any and all liability will be 

born by the project itself as a separate corporate entity. 

Such a suit could conceivably be brought against the bar 

associations sponsoring the San Jose and Orlando projects. 

These liabilities are eliminated through the formation of a 

corporate entity. 

B. Structure Of The uptown-Edgewater Neighborhood Justice 
Center. 

As with the other centers, the decision to recommend 

an independent structure is influenced by initiator 

preferences, contact with and availability of a sponsoring 

agency, the types of cases to be heard, their relationship to 

the justice system, and the degree of official pressure 

desirable for the resolution process. Additionally, the 

advantages and disadvantages of an independent structure as 

experienced by the other projects were considered. 
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1. Not-for-profit corporation. A not-for-profit 

corporation wouldiprovide the most effective means for 

implementing the pilot project. The independence of this 

format is a major advantage because the center could service 

cases not presently being processed by estblished ageqci~s. At 
• the same time the structure would permit the Chicago Bar 

Association to integrate the program into the legal system. 

Working relationships with established agencies are 

crucial. Their support is necessary for the credibility of the 

center. Moreover, the agencies will be an important source of 

referrals. 

The Task Force has already begun to build cooperative 

relationships with puOlic agencies wi thin the communi ty. such as 

the district police stations, the community office of the 

State's Attorney, and Branch 29 of the Circuit Court, with 

PUblic and private agencies serving the soci?l needs Df area 

residents, and with community organizations such as olock 

clubs. Their favorable responses suggest a willingness to 

cooperate in referring individuals to the center and promoting 

its use. 

Another advantage of the proposed s.tructu're is its 
D 0 

perceived neutrality. Since uptown~Edgewater is divided by the 

socio-economic diversity of its residents and tension about th~ 

community's future, the independent .stance of the center would 

lessen questions about i ts a1ignment,,;:~i th any partfcular 

faction. 13 
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RECOMMENDATION 3: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD HAVE AN INDEPENDENT STRUCTURE 

AS A NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION. 

2. An interim board of directors. A small number of 

directors, sufficient for incorporation purposes, could guide 

the uptown-Edgewater project toward implementation. Their 

first objective would Qe to seek fu~ding. Secondary objectives 

would include recruiting a staff, developing policies and 

operating procedures, and guiding the integration of the 

project with established justice agencies. 

This interim board could be sUbject to approval by the 

Chicago Bar Association. While the board would be legally 

independent from the CBA, its activities would reflect the 

goals of the project as stated in this Report and elsewhere. 

RECOMMENDATION 4,: THE CHICAGO BAR ASSOCIATION SHOULD DESIGNATE 

INTERIM DIRECTORS WHO WILL INCORPORATE THE 

UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

AND DIRECT THE PROJECT TOWARD IMPLEMENTATION. 

3. Long-run composition of board of directors. The 

broad involvement of community agencies is vital. During the 

implementation phase, input will be needed in developing 

pro.cedures f,or the selection of a permanent board, identifying 
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sites for bearings, and recruiting bearing officers. Probably 

the most important role for the community is in promotion of 
.' 

the Center and the concept of mediation/ arbitration for 

resolving minor disputes. Since the paiticipation of both 

disputants is voluntary as is compliance ~'ith the resolution 

reached, community pressure is one means for achieving both of 

these ,goals. Thus, community support for the Center must be 

obtained. 

Over the long run, members of the Board of Directors 

should be selected on the basis of their professional 

expertise, involvement in the uptown-Edgewater community, 

knowledge and familiarity with the justice system and 

commitment to the concept ,of neighborhood justice. As the 

Center becomes operati~~al, the Board of Directors would have 

continuing responsibilities in the areas of policy formation, 

administration and financial support. Decisions would be 

implemented throug~1 an Executive Di.rector (see Figure 2). 

FIGURE 2 

Board of Directors 

••• POlicy'fOrmation . . • management/administration 
• • • financial support 

1 
Executive Director 

/ "'-Administration, Staff Heari'ng Procedure 
and Community Relations and Staff 
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How strong should the community's representation on 

the board be? If, for example, one-third of the board seats 

were allocated to community residents, several goals would be 

furthered. It would clearly demonstrate to the community that 

a serious effort will be made to make the center truly 

responsive to the needs of the neighborhood. The failure of 

some pUblic and private agencies to live up to their stated 

policy of community involvement has made many residents 

skeptical of such promises. This concern was repeatedly 

brought to the Task Force's attention during this preliminary 

investigation. Secondly, the diversity of community interests 

&ill be reflected on the board which w.ill enhance the center's 

perceived neutrality. Thirdly, involvement in policy will 

stimulate participation in the center's operations and use of 

the mediation/arbitration proces~es. 

The actual procedures for selecting community board 

members must be determined. The use of existing structures 

within the community should be thoroughly tested. For example, 

middle-class residents, often property owners, frequently 

express themselves through block clubs. Ethnic g/coups, such as 
;; 

Asians, American Indians and Hispanics, each hav~ their own 

social service agency or cultural organization. The poor and 

the wealthy may be the least organized. The interests of the, 

poor may be achieved by representation from the pUblic and 

priVate agencies that serve them. Representation of the 
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wealthy is less critical since they compose a relatively small 

proportion of the total community residents and would be least 

likely to use the center, if their use of the Pro Se court is 

any indication. 14 

REco~mNDATION 5: CAREFUL CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN BY THE 

INTERIM BOARD TO INCORPORATING COMMUNITY 

REPRESENTATION ON THE PERMANENT BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS. THIS SHOULD INCLUDE RESIDENTS OF 

THE NEIGHBORHOOD AS WELL AS REPRESENTATIVES 

" OF SIGNIFICANT OTHER INTERESTS IN THE CITY 

AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM. 
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VI. JURISDICTION 

. What kinds of cases should neighborhood justice 

centers intervene in? What cases should they avoid? The 

experience of other projects clearly suggests that a neat, 

legalistic approach to jurisdiction has been replaced by a more 

pragmatic and experimental approach. This is due in part to 

the fact that NJC's are viewed as a voluntary alternative to 

adjudication and as a response to the need to make justice ~ 

accessible to citizens. Tight jurisdictional limitations seem 

inappropr iate ~lhen both parties voluntarily sUbmi t themselves 

to the NJC in contrast to compelled sUbmission to formal legal 

institutions. Moreover, such limitations would contract rather 

than expand the accessibility of neighborhood justice. 

Not only have legalistic jurisdictional limitations 

been avoided but the focus of jurisdictional concerns has been 

on the nature of the parties rather than the subject mattei of 

the dispute. This stems from the use of mediation, and to a 

lesser extent, arbitration, rather than adjudication of 

disputesn There is a widespread, altbough empirically 
"': 

undemonstrated assumption, that the success of mediation and 

~,arbitration in the voluntary setting of neighborhood justice 

centers depends generally on the relationship between the 

parties. 1 
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A. The Threshold Requirement: An Ongoing, Personal Relationship 
Between Disputants. 

There is an overwhelming consensus that the parties 

involved should nave some sort of ongoing personal relationship 

with one another, whether that relationship be one of family, 

friends, neighbors, employer-employee, or some other type of 

continuous or frequent contact. In the ten centers researched, 

disputes involving ongoing relationships made up from 40% to 

100% of the total caseloads. The New York Institute for 

Mediation and Conflict Resolution Dispute Center reported that 

resolutions in 1975-76 involved strangers only 4% of the 

time.2 The Center maintains a screening process which 

eliminated 182 of the ~,657 referrals it received during this 

period due to the lack of a prior relationship between the 

complainant and respondent or due to the defendant's criminal 

history. 3 AQout half of the centers have a formal screening 

process and the others main·t'aJn some sort of informal screening ,. 

procedure. 

The rationale put forth for the decision to require an 

ongoing relationship between the parties is that such cases ar.e 

more amenable to mediation. Spokesmen for several projects 

agree that the present crimi.nal justice systeIll is not an 
<j " 

adequate forum for solving the problems which give ris~ to many 

cr iminal di sputes. It is also asserted that Srn'allClaims 

Courts are not slli table for solv:.ing the prob"lerns which give. 
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rise to the civil matters being adjudicated. There are many 

instances where a criminal action is nothing more than a 

manifestation of an undet;lying conflict which surfaced as a 

dispute requiring police intervention. Many times both the 

complainant and the respondent contribute to the actions which 

result in formal criminal charges. Because the court is 

limited by ~ertain procedural rules and the fact that the 

conflict must be narrowed to the issue of criminal liability, 

it is almost impossible for the judge to confront the roots of 

the conflict. Often the case is merely the tip of an iceberg 

of human conflict, the legal disposition of which does not 

begin to solve the real problems. 

The process of mediation dispenses with the 

formalities and procedures of the courtroom. The mediator is 

free to probe the causes of the dispute before him, unhindered 

\ by rules of relevancy or admissibility. Statistical data 
J 

confirms the belief that the mediation process· is more suitable 

to the disposition of these types of cases. 

The Citizen Dispute Settlement Program of Orlando 

Florida found that both criminal and~Fivil cases involving 

ongoing relationships were handled very effectively through 

mediation (see Table 7). In cases of property damage (which 

~included both cri~inal and civil cases), 80% of the 

complainants and 70% of the respondents were "satisfied" with 

their hear ing. More important ~.,as the fact that 70 % of both 
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the complainants and the respondents thought it "likely" that 

the problems underlying the dispute had been settled. 4 

TABLE 7 -

Citizen Satisfaction With Informal Dispute Resolution Processes 
Controlling For Type Of Dispute (Orlando, Florida)* 

Percentage of Parties 
Percentage of Parties Perceiving a Solution 
"Satisfied" with Hearing to be "Likell" Outcome 

<":: 

Type of Dispute Complainant Respondent Complainant Respondent 

Harassment 60% 74% 50% 60% 

Simple Assault 42% 67% 40% 67% 
G 

Neighbor Dispute 78% 67% 50% 50% 

Property Damage 80% 70% 70% 70% 

Petit Theft 70% 70% 70% 60% 

*Source: R. Conner and R. Surette, The Citizen Dispute Settlement 
Program (1977). 

Finally, there is indication that an ongoing 

relationship is more important in criminal cases than in civil. 

The projects surveyed appear to acc~pt disputes between 

strangers more readily when the controve~sy has not yet 
" 

escalated to criminal proportions. Considerable flexibility is 

evident in the approacb of several projects. 

RECOMMENDATION 6: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD FOCUS ,ON DISPUTES BETWEEN 
,','I 

PARTIES WITH AN ONGOING, PERSONAL 

RELATIONSHIP. THIS SHOULD BE A NECESSl'l.RY 
. , (,! 

o 

G 

"f) ,.,~. 
0' , 

') 
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CRITERION IN CRIMINAL CASES, AT LEAST DURING 

THE FIRST YEAR OF THE CENTER'S OPERATION. IT 

SHOULD BE OF LESSER IMPORTANCE IN PURELY 

CI.VIL MATTERS. THE CENTER SHOULD EXPERIMENT 

WITH THE RESOLUTION OF CIVIL DISPUTES BETWEEN 

STRANGERS AND DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR THE 

ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH CASES. 

The rationale for adopting a party focus stems from the 

high success rate of the projects surveyed. The theoretical 

basis for this focus seems especially persuasive in criminal 

cases. If an assault or battery occurs between strangers, there 

is no apparant underlying dispute to mediate. The victim's and 

society's concern is justifiably centered on the criminality of 

the defendant's conduct and the applicability of the retributive 

and deterrent basis for the criminal sanction. Such concerns 

fade, however, when an underlying dispute, which led to criminal 

conduct, can be mediated to a ~ust resolution. 

The importance of the nature of the parties' 

relationship diminishes in civil cases. The dispute which 

brings the parties to the center is on the surface, and the 

disputants are voluntarily there seeking assistance in arriving 

at some resolution. The fact that they a~e strangers should not 

necessarily preclude them from mediation or arbitration. The 

indentives to seek a resolution through these alternatives 
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apparently arise from factors beyond their relationship to each 

other. However, it is still a plausible working assumption that 

a successful mediation is more likely to occur between 

personally related individuals and, hence, in order to allocate 0 

resources most effectively, that factor ought not be completely 

waived in civi~ cases until workable guidelines can be built 

into the screening process based on further research and 

experience. 

The feasibility of the above recommendations depend 

primarily on the sources of referrals and the case volume of the 

center. It is more likely that a formal screening process could 

be set up if the referrals come from structured sources (i.e., 

police department, state's attorney's office, etc.). If the 

center relies primarily on walk-ins and referrals from informal 

sources, it will have less control over the cases coming to it. 

A small initial caseload might also force the center to accept 

cases it ordinarily would avoid, given a larger caseload. 

B. Exceptions To The General Rule Of An Ongoing, Personal 
Relationship. 

1. Bad Check Cases. Ev~n with screening techniques, 

virtually all projects process some cases which involve parties 

who do not have an ongoipg relationship. Exceptions are made, 

for example, in bad check cases. Some centers actively recruit 
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these cases while others merely allow them to be processed. 

actual number of bad check cases processed range from 0% to 

about 60% of total caseloads. The l~tter percentage was 

reported by the Columbus Night Prosecuter Project for 1976. 5 

The 

Wi th!1 regard to the bad check cases, the prevailing rationale for 

accepting them is that although they are "structurally 

different" from other cases, they still lend themselves to the 
,.) 

mediation process. The Columbus Project points out that, 

"[iJssues which arise in bad check cases tend to relate to 

interpretations of fact rather than to the emotional 

complexities observed in actual ongoing interpersonal 

relationships." 6 Although such cases are processed by most 

centers, there is a minority opinion, exemplified best by the 

Boston Project (which procesi~s a small amount of such caes 

through its disposition program), that bad check cases do not· 

lend themselves to the mediation process. 

tvhile the exper ience of other centers suggests that the 

format for handling these cases is different than other 

disputes, the prevailing view indicates that they can be 

mediated or arbitrated cheaply and efficiently, to the 

satisfaction of the parties, regardless of the impersonal nature 

of the relations~ip between the disputants. 
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2. Insti tutional a~~ :'corporate parties. Centers vary 
>,- , <:1 i.( . :.\ 

wi th respect to allowing ins'i:i tutions or corporate entities to '., 

participate as parties. to mediation. For, the most part, the, 

degree to which institutions participat~ depends on the number 

of bad check cases that a center processes. Most of these Cases 

do not involve individuals with longstanding relationships. In 

most cases a store or some o~her economic entity is involved and 

a representative of the store serves as the complainant. 7 

The prev~iling rationale behind the acceptance,of cases 

involving institutions is that there is often an ongoing 

relationship involved even though the relationship is not a 

personal one. It has been shown that mediation can take place 

effectively between an individual and a representative of the 

institution l especially in bad check cases. These cases are 

handled speedily without taxing the center's resources. There .. ~ 

is a minority opinion that cases involving institutions are not 

properly handled by the center. This viewpoint is explained by 

the Boston Project: "Large institutional consumer complaints are 

not considered amendable to medjation due to the imbal~nce of 

power between the disputants". 8 

" .. : 

RECOMMENDATION 7: THE'UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD ACCEPT DIsPUTES BETWEEr~ 
I~ kr 

w l'{{" 

INDIVIDUALS/AND CORPORATIONS 'OR INSTITUTIONAL 

PARTIES WHERE APPROPRIATE. 
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3. Group conflict. Two projects report experience 

concerning group conflict. Both the Boston and Rochester 

l?rojects have interveneQ in community conflicts involving 
" 

neighborhood factions or gangs. In fact, part of the stimulus 

for the creation of the Rochester project was the existence of 

broad community strife triggered by the refusal of city schools 

to undertake a desegregation program. 9 The extent to which 

the Rochester program continues to involve itself in large scale 

disputes is unclear. 

The Boston project reports a witbdrawal from this kind 

of activity. Its ~eason for doing so app~arsnot to be lack of 

success in mediating these conflicts. Rather, available 

resources were stretched too thin. The larger the conflict, 

the more staff resources required for effective intervention; 

and such resources were not available. There is no available 

data on the success rate of neighborhood justice center 

intervention in group disputes. 

RECOMMENDATION 8: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER GENERALLY SHOULD NOT ATTEMPT TO 

MEDIATE BROAD COMMUNITY CONTROVERSIES 

INVOLVING MANY INDIVIDUALS. SIMILARB'Y, 

DISPUTES INVO~VING MANY DIFFUSE ISSUES AND 

MANY LOOSELY RELATED PARTIES SHOULD BE 

AVOIDED. 
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The resources required for effective mediatio~of broad 

community controversies will probably not be available to the 

center. However, merely because several individuals have an 

interest in the outcome of a dispute, e.g., a tenants' 

organization disputing with the landlord over building 

maintenance, should not be reason for excluding the controversy. 

Nor should such cases be artifically broken down into many 

separate disputes when the same narrow issues are common to 

all. In other words, the center should be open to the 

neighborhood version of class action suits, provided the class 

is clearly defined and tiuly represented in the mediation 

process. 

C. Jurisdictional Limits On The Seriousness Of Criminal Matters' 

The degree of seriousness of conduct which is the 

SUbject matter of disputes in other projects is indicated in 

Table 8. The most serious matters regularly processed in Boston 

involve assault and battery with a dangerous weapon. Not 

reported in the table is the fact that a few rape ca,es, 

involving unusual cirCUmstances, have apparently been 

successfully medi,ated in New York; and the project is beginning 

to take cases inVOlving robbery, burglary" kidnapping arfd grand 
(i 

larceny. 10 Most of the projects surveyed do not take cases 

involving crimes against persons more serious th~n simple 
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ass~ult and battery. There appears to be greater variation in 

cases involving crimes against property. This is probably due 

in part to greater variety in local charging practices and legal 

definitions of property offenses. 

TABLE 8 

• 

Seriousness Of Disputes Processed By Neighborhood Justice Centers 
In Three Cities 

% of Reported Cases 

Boston* Rochester*' Orlando** 

Assault & Battery with Dangerous Weapon 26 
Simple Assault/Battery 26 16 20 
Larceny/Petit Theft/Property Dispute 5 8 6 
Malicious. Destruction/Property Damage 10 6 
Trespass/Breaking & Entering 4 1 2 
Threats/Harassment 16 50 28 
Contr ibutin,g" to Delinqu~ncy of Minor 4 
Bad Chec~s 5 1 
Ann,oying/ Phone Calls 4 
Animals 1 2 
Criminal Mischie~/Breach-Peace/Disorderly 1 4 4 
Other 3 16 31 

--..: 

100% 100% 100% 

Reporting period: March, 1977 1975 Jan.-Oct. 1976 

Number of cases: 90 427 306 
}/ 

*Source: D. McGillis, Neighborhood Justice Centers (1977) 

**Source: R. Conner & R. Surette., The Citizen Dispute Settlement Program 
(1977) 

The prevailing rationale in the selection of criminal 

cases focuses on the extent of the personal relationship 

between the parties rath~r than on the elements of the offense 
0" 
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charged. This results from an awareness that ftequently the 

difference between degrees of an offense are determined by 

circumstances other than whether the controversy can be 
,) 

resolved to the victim's and society's satisfaction through I, 

mediation. The degree of assault charged depends'more on the 

accuracy of the defendant's aim than on whether victim and 

defendant are willing to work out th~ difficulty that gave rise 

to the assault. 

A minority view concerning the nature of the offenses 

t~ken by neighborhood justice centers bas begun to emerge. It 

seems to dispense with the need for an ongoing, personal 

relationship and takes a more pragmatic view that any cases 

which can be informally resolved. to society's and the victim's 

satisfaction should be considered fair game. There is little 

theoretical guidance as to the upper limit but a greater 

willingness to experiment. 11 This is illustrated in the San 

Francisco project's willingness to process "victimless" 

offenses such as gambling, prostitution, and public 

drunkeness. It is unclear how these cases will be processed 

since mediation and arbitration obviously do not apply.li f} 
(.' ('I 

All of the projects reviewed reported high success 
. , 

rates. in mediating the criminalcases'c they took. For ~xample, 

the Boston project, whiqh~~a,ppears to~ave regularly accepted 

the .. mostser ious matters, in an eighteen, month perilOd from 1975 

into 1977, too~ 458 cases. ,"Twenty-nine percent were not 
I. 

., 
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mediated either through failure of the parties to appear or to 

consent to mediation. Of the remaining 302 cases, 89% were 

settled through mediation. Of these, the resolution broke down 

in only 15% of the cases, ,i.eo, one or both parties reported 

that they were dissatisfied with the progress of the settlement 

a month after the mediation sessions. 13 The Boston project 

does not analyze success rates according to the seriousness of 

the offense, but there is no apparant relationship between 

seriousness and success. Where some control is made for the 

seriousness of the offense, no correlation between seriousness 

and success rates appear. 14 

The impact on court caseloads resulting from the 

Boston project's taking criminal cases is reflected in the 

local presiding judge's estimate of savings in court time of 

approximately 3 days per week, not including additional time 

for processing cases by court related personnel. lS While 

such estimates of resource savings are only impressionistic, 

they are testimony of the beneficial effects, from the pUblic's 

viewpoint, that may +esult from diverting some criminal cases 

to neighborhood justice alternatives. 

RECOMMENDATION 9: ASSUMING APPROPRIATE RELATIONSHIPS WITH 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES, THE 

UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER 

SHOULD HAVE JURISDICTION TO HEAR CASES 

INVOLVING THE FOLLOWING CRIMINAL OFFENSES: 
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ASSAULT, BATTERY, THEFT, DAMAGE TO PROPERTY, 

TRESPASS, AND LESS SERIOUS OFFENSES. DURING 

THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE CENTER'S OPER

ATION, IT SHOULD DECLINE CASES INVOLVING 

OFFENSES TOWARD THE MORE SERIOUS,,)' LIMITS "OF 
Ii 

/1 
ITS JURISDICTION AND CONFINE ITSELF TO LESS 

SERIOUS MATTERS WITHIN THE RANGE. AFTER THE 

FIRST YEAR OF THE CENTER'S OPERATION, IT 

SHOULD G~VE SERIOUS CONSIDERATION TO REDEFIN

ING ITS JURISDICTIONAL LIMITS' WITH A VIEW TO 

BROADENING THEM TO INCLUDE MORE SERIOUS 

OFFENSES AND SO-CALLED "VICTIMLESS" OFFENSES. 

These recommendations are based upon their s~ccessful 

application in practically all of the projects surveyed. 
, 
" 

Interpersonal crimes as serious as aggravated assault and 

battery are mediated else~'!here to the victim' s sati~~~acti~n and 

,the PUblic' s benefit. There are no apparentfac"tors in the 

target neighborhood which suggests that the experience of otjl~r 
>.'\: 

urban areas would not be duplicated. In fact, ,the economic and 

cultural milieu of the neighborhood coupled with the 
,_[l 

impressions registered ,in the survey of communit~ agencies 16 

strongly suggests that many such crimes may be occurring 

between those who, because of their re,lationship, would be 

amendable to Center processes. This judgm,ent applies with even 
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greater force to less serie~s offenses falling within the 

recommended jurisdictional range. 

The recommendations advise confining the exercise of 

jurisdiction to the less serious matters within the range 

during the early months of the Center's operation. Presumaoly, 

the more serious the offense, the more challenging the 

obstacles to a successful mediation. A party who feels more 

seriously threatened by the defendant's conduct will be 

justifiably more defensive in the mediation confrontation. 

More highly developed mediation skills may be called for and 

they are likely to come with experience. 17 Six months 

should be sufficient time for such skills to emerge. 

The Task Force advises a somewhat open-ended approach 

to jurisdictional limitations. At least two of the projects 

sutveyed (San Francisco and New York) are experimenting with 

cases inyolving offenses beyond the jurisdictional range 

indicated. And a third (Atlanta) plans to take any and all 

cases that are presented during the first six months to gather 

empirical evidence as to what kinds of cases can be 

successfully handled. 18 As the evidence from these 

innovative efforts becomes available, and as local experience 

with the neighborhood concept accumulates, serious attention 

should be focused on the POSsibility of broader case ·criteria. 

,,, The feasibility of these recommendations largely depends upon 

the relationships that can be established with personnel of the 
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police department, ~tate's attorney's office, and the criminal 

courts. 

D. Special Considerations Pertaining To Civil Matters. 

1. Limitations derived from the,. jurisdiction of t.he 
~)--

Pro Se Court. Only one of the ten projects surveyed had 
;I 

/.,( 

'-;:-.1 

jurisdictional limitations paralleling those o~ the local small" 

claims court. The San Jose Neighborhood Coq~t permits filings 

where the maximum claim is $750. 19 The reason for 

mirroringthe small claims Qourt jurisdiction seems to be that 

the San Jose project is directly related to the court and 

primarily concerned with civil cases. 20 

RECOMMENDATION 10: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NE,IGHBORaOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD NOT ACCEPT FOR ARBITRATION 

CASES IN WHICH THE SUBJECT MATTER OR THE 

.' PARTIES WOULD MAKE ANY AWARD NOT ENFORCEABLE 

IN THE PRO SE BRANCH OF THE·" SMALL CLAIMS 

COURT OF THE. COOK COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT. 

THIS WOULD NOT APPLY TO CASES ACCEPTED FOR 

MEDIATION ONLY. "ANY EXPANSION OF THE 

CENTER'S ARBITRATION JURISDICTION SHOU~D B,E 

COORDINATED WITH THE CIRCUIT COURT. 

,..61-
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The distinction between arbitration and mediation 

rests on the different functions served by these two 

components. Mediation is a means for disputants to work out, 

with the help of a neutral third party, a non-binding 

resolution that will be adhered to because it is mutually 

acceptable. Arbitration is a means for sUbmitting the dispute 

to a neutral third party who will impose a binding resolution 

that will be adhered to because it is legally enforceable. 

Parties who seek a mediated resolution do so out of a desire to 

avoid formal legal proceses. Parties who seek an arbitrated 

resolution rely on the eventuality of litigation to enfor.ce the 

award. 

The neighborhood justice center aims to make informal 

dispute resolution processes accessible to average citizens for 

whom the courts are not readily accessible. If the Center 

declined to accept for mediation all cases outside the 

jurisdiction of the Pro Se Court, it would exclude large 

numbers of cases already excluded from formal adjudication and 

sucC~ssfully resolved in most of the projects surveyed, e.g., 
·f 

disputes over possessory interests in personal property, 

behavior, \'anddollar amounts in excess of $300 but s.till too 

small to warrant retention of an attorney. At the other 

extreme, if the Center accepted for arbitration all matters 

falling within the jurisdiction of some court somewhere, it may 

> be opening its doors too widely to disputants who could utilize 

I \ \ 

" " 
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the courts or other established surrogates for litigation 

including the Chicago Bar Association .voluntary Arbitration 

Plan. 21 

2. Domestic disputes. Most of the projects surveyed 

process cases in which the controversy is domestic in pature. 

In fact, family disputes were ~ank~d among the most common type 

by many centers. The Boston project reported that 36% of its 

case load involved family disputes of various kinds. 22 

Although both criminal and civil cases of this type were 

processed, the former far out-numbered the latter. Many of the 

assaults involved spouses in the process of divorcing. 23 

The Miami project has been very active in efforts to mediate 

assaults between spouses; and th~ Family Court there has 

expressed its interest in cooperating with the project. 24 

The New York project is most deeply involved in inter-spousal 

and other domestic disputes~ While it cannot arbitrate Family 

Court matters, it does attempt to intervene through mediation. 

If an agreement is not reached through mediation, the 

disputants mus~ take their case to Family Court. The project 

has expressed a willingness to arbitrate these cases if given 

the authority and additional resources needed. 25 

The rationale put forth by the projects in supportirtg 

their practice of accepting domestic cases is that these case~ 

are "well suited" to' the mediation and arbitration protesses. 

When given the authority to do so, the projects h~ve had a 
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great deal of success with these cases, especially with less 
,! • 

serious domestic problems, including custody and child support. 

RECO~NDATION 11: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD NOT ACCEPT CASES INVOLVING 

DOMESTIC AND INTER-SPOUSAL DISPUTES IF (1) 

THE DISPUTE REQUIRES RESOLVING AN ISSUE, 

JURISDICTION OVER walCH IS EXCLUSIVELY 

VESTED IN A COURT, SUCH AS MARITAL STATUS, 

AND (2) THE NATURE OF THE DISPUTE IS SUCH 

THAT IT IS LIKELY TO CONTINUE BEYOND A 

MEDIATED RESOLUTION. 

It would be inappropriate for the Center to intervene 

in oontroversies over marital status, support rights, and child 

custody in Illinois. PUblic policy mandates that such issues 

be decided by courts of competent jurisdiction. Moreover, some 

inter-spousal controversies not requiring the resolution of 

these legal issues may nonetheless require resources beyond the 

context of mediation, e.g., counseling of spouses engaged in 

continued physical violence, or counseling of parents who 

repeatedly brutalize children. 26 Such cases would be 

outside the capabilities of the neighborhood justice center. 
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VII. INTAKE PROCESSES 

A. Criminal Cases 

The manner in which criminal cases come to the 

attention of neighborhood justice centers varies widely. On 

one hand, a center could rely primarily on complaints being 

made at the center on the initiative of the alleged victim of 

the crime. On the other hand, the center might wait to 

intervene until a court formally refers the matter, while 

retaining jurisdiction should the informal resolution process 

fail. Other referral sources in between these extremes may 

include community organizations, the police, the pUblic 

prosecutor or some combination of these. 

The focus of the intake process of projects surveyed 

for the Report varies along this spectrum of possibilities. 

The newly organized San Francisco neighborhood justice center 

plans to take most of its referrals from the community and the 

police. It is unclear ~hat proportion of the anticipated 

caseload will involve walk-inCcomplainants who seek help from 

the center before notifying the police. The extent to which 
, 

the San Francisco project succeeds in generating a wal~-in 

case load will depend primarily upoh the effectiyeness of its 

extensive efforts to involve neighborhood resid~nts in fhe 

program. I 

II 
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The rationale for this early intervention focus 

detives from the project's commitment to two goals: delivery of 

soCial services at the "front end" of the criminal justice 

process rather than after an adjudication of guilt or innocence 

has been rendered, and stimulation of citizen involvement in 

neighborhood problems that could develop into law violations, 

so that formal criminal justice reSOUrces can be diverted to 
'" 

problems which citizens cannot effectively confront without 

police assistance. In other words, this highly "preventive" 

intervention strategy attempts to maximize citizen access to 

justice processes and at the same time maximize savings 

accruing to the legal system. 2 

The full commi tment to the early in.t2rverltion strategy 

of the San Francisco program has not been replicated elsewhere 

in the projects surveyed. Walk-ins and referrals from 

community organizations comprise only a small proportion of the 

case load in Miami and New York, for example. 3 A major 

exception to this generalization is the "bad check" component 

of the Columbus project, where over 100 companies regularly 

file bad check complaints and maintain records on the success 

of the project in such cases. It is likely that the advantages 

of a cheap and speedy process for collecting on routine bad 

checks has stimulated this demand. 4 

At least three projects have made serious efforts to 

develop a caselo,ad primarily dependent on referrals from the 
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police. Two types of referrals have been contemplated, pre-

arrest and post-arrest. Pre-arrest referrals are likely to 

occur in situations where the police have been called to the 

scene but a·re reluctant to make an arrest even though, 

technically, a crime has occurred. This frequently is the case 

in domestic conflicts but often happens in other cases. ~he 

police themselves may attempt to mediate the dispute. 5 In 

New York, if no arrest is made, the police prepare a mediation 

referral form, give a copy to the complainant telling him to 

report to the center, forward a copy to the center, and keep a 

copy on file at the precinct stationhouse. 6 

The rationale for pre-arrest police referrals is that 

savings in police time are maximized, including time spent on 

record processing and court appearances ~y police personnel. 

Paradoxically, the cost savings advantages of pre-arrest 

referral are the source of the greatest difficulty in obtaining 

the full cooperation of the police. In Boston the Patrolman's 

Association rejected arrangements with the neighborhood justice 

project because referral in lieu of arrest would reduce 

overtime benefits associated with court appearances by 

officers. 7 In New York, referral instead of arrest brings 

no "collar credit" tp officers and no sUbstitute incentives 

have been built into the police structure. 8 It appears that 

the factors impeding full cooperation by the police in Orlando 

are more associated with doubts by the police about the 
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responsiveness of the center to their referrals thai with lack 

. of adequate incentives. The Orlando program now informs 

referring officers about the disposition of cases at the center 

to establish a working relationship with the force and 

stimulate confidence in the program. 9 Where police have 

received special training in dealing with "problem~ cases in 

nOd-traditional ways, a greater willingness to cooperate 

appears. The Miami project receives most of its police 
I' 

referralsfrotn the police crisis intervention unit. 10 

The only ~lear example of post-arrest referrals 

initiated by the police occurs in New York. Apparently the 

police can initiate a procedure for a "stationhouse release" 

with personnel at the criminal court. If the case seems 

appropriate for mediation, a member of the project's staff, 

working out of the criminal court, seeks permission for the 

.referral from the District Attorney's office. 11 The 

infrequency of post-arrest referrals by the police prObably is 

du~ to the relatively routine and passive rol~ of the police in 

the processing 0'£ cases after arrest. The initiative shifts to 

the prosecutor and other court personnel. 
r:-

'''Three :projects'!) re<;:eive referrals from the PUblic 
, " 

« proseputor, and for at least two of these, a large part" of the 

£aseload is from this source. The Miami. project relies on 

pai~legals in the fltate's attorney's office who review 

misdemeanor fase$ wtth complainants. In appropri~te cases they 

o 
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are referred to project intake counselors in the same building, 

who review the case for ~cceptance into the program. 12 In. 
D 

Columbus, an even closer relationship with the pUblic 

prosecutor exists. The project stations "leg,a1 interns" in the 
() 

prosecutor!s office where they review cases referred" by ~olice 

and p~osecutorial staff. After reviewing the matter with the 

complainant, the intern schedules a mediating session as 

appropriate. 13 The Boston program also receives cases from 

the pr9secutor's office at the district court. 14 Ii is 

uncle9r to what extent the district attorney in N.ew York 
o . 

initiates post-arrest referrals to the project, but his 

permission is necessary in individual cases. 15 

Three of the programs take most cases lifrom °the 

criminal court, although the extent of direct judicial 
(.\ 

~ 'f 

involvement varies. The clerk" of the city court in Rochester 

holds a "pre-warrant" hearing, a few weeks after a mJsdemenor 
r-' (\ 

is repor,ted. Both complainant:' and defendant are requesteo to 

appear at this hear,ingc 
(/ -:.:J 

case to the neighborhood justice center at this" point: 'other, 
" 

formal charges are processed by the c1~rk. Arrange~ents have 
.' C 0 

0' ' 

been made for a project intake worker assigned to(~heclerk's 
~9 . • Q' "0 

" 
office to refer certain kinds of cases;' on his own initiative, 

V f) !} 

before the pre-warranthea'ring. 16 0 The\4JBostQ''ll program .also 
l' , (~ 

v ~ 

reIie.s on referrals from €he clerk's off'ice-;- about" one-third' 

of it~ c~~.load co~ing'from that source. 
~ '0 

However :ithe 'clerk in 
". 

l) 
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Boston apparently also does a good deal of informal mediating 

on his own and in many more difficult cases prefers to leave 

the rEiferral decision up to the judge. 17 AOout 57% of 

Boston's caseload is 'from the oench (with the consent· of the 

district attorney) at the arraignment or other hearing. The 

presiding judge Oelieves that justice center intervention at 

this stage lends the weight of the court to the referral and 

provides greater incentives for a successful resolution. The 

referral is made to a project staff memOer stationed in the 

court, and the case is continued on the docket pending the 
I 

outcome of mediation. 18 At the outset the New York program 

depended largely upon referra.ls from the clerk in the Summons 

Part of the Criminal Court, which holds initial hearings in 

misdem,eanors. Between the time a complaint was filed and the 

time of the initial hearing, the clerk referred appropriate 

cases for mediation. If resolved, the failure of the 

complainant to appear before the Su~~ons Part resulted in the 

dismissal of the case. The court has recently sped up the 

Fir~c5c'essing of cases so that there is insufficient time for a 

n,ear ing oetween the filing of the complaint and the Summons 

Part hearing. As a consequence, court-based referrals have 

dropped off dramatically and the project now depends upon 

referra~l from the judge presiding at the hearing. Referral at 

this point requires the concurrence of the a~sistant district 

attorney and the legal aid attorney assigned to the case, as 
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well as the parties. 19 

Data which would permit a meaningful comparative 

assessment of these different intake procedures simply has not 

yet been developed. Evaluation ~s therefore purely 
(; 

speculative. It seems that the earlier intervention occurs, 

the greater are~the direct savings to the criminal justice 

(, 

system. Early intervention means less official processing and i 

fewer resources being diverted away from more important 

criminal justice matters. At least four additional factors 

must be considered in evaluating the extent of the savings 

accruing from early intervention. 
': 1 

First, many cases mediated in an early intervention 

project would probably have been filtered out of the criminal 

justice system anyway through official discretion orcprivate 

choice, ,e.g., the refusal of the police to arrest, the failure 

of the complaining witness to appear, the unwillingness of the 
') 

prosecutor to press chatges or of the codrt to adjudica~eothe 

matter. Discounting tne apparent savings from this factor may 

produce a sUbstanti.aily smaller reai'savings- to the"~yste;.'--20-
" Secondly, since" early intervention means greate.r 

citizen ~ccessi6ility to justice processes, the threshold cost 

to citizens is decreased and the inqentive to bring disputes 'is 
'f 

increased~ This may de especially true in criminai cases 
" 

where the threat of labeling defendahts with the stigm~ o~ 

'i:,.", c:r iminali ty is removed and the discomfori: of dealing with 
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law enforcement authorities is eliminated. The result may be 

an increase in caseloads. One commentator notes that the price 

of an improved scheme of dispute processing may well be a vast 

increase in the number of disputes being processed." 21 Net 
r; 

increases in caseloads will require additional resources that 

would otherwise be saved. 

Thirdly, the downward adjustments in apparent savings 

suggested by these two factors may be offset somewhat by 

additional subtle but real gains that may result from early 

intervention. Impressionistic evidence strongly suggests that 

disputes which are, filtered out of the cr iminal justice system, 

'or which are not brought to the attention of the system because 

of citizen disincentives frequently escalate into more serious 

matters. Minor disputes unresolved in misdemeanor court may 

r~turn to the system as felonies. To the extent that early 

intervention minimiz,es such escalation, it produces a 

"preventive bonus." 22 

Finally, even though the real savings to the system 

~--~Iiiaybe smaller than the apparent savings, the rationale for 

neighborhood justice is not predicated exclusively dn 

cieefic:i.ency. The other, and perhaps primary, purpose of NJCs is 

to make justice more readily available to average citizens. 

Losses in app~rent savings to the system associated with early 

intervention strategies arise precisely because early 

intervention ma,j(es justice more accessible, in that it processes 
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some cases that might have been otherwise ignored by the 

system. "Whether that will be good (in terms of supplying a 

construct$ve outlet for suppr~ssed anger and frustration) or 

whether it will simply waste scarce societal resources (by 
<, f 

validating grievances that might have otherwise have)remained 

dormant)" is an open issue. 23 

RECOMMENDATION 12: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHo.OD JUSTICE 
f/ , 1/ 

CENTER SHOULD ATTEMPT TO. RECEIVE REFERRALS 

FRO~ A BRo.AD RANGE o.F POt;NTS WITHIN AND 

OUTSIDE OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. 

EFFORTS SHOULD BE AIMED AT INDUCING 

REFERRALS EARLY IN THE PROCESS'ING' OF 

CRIMINAL CASES WHILE AT THE SAME 'TIME 

AVOIDING EXCESSIVE TRIVIALIZATION OF THE 
~;,: 

CASELOAD. THE FEASIBILITY 01!' ASSIGNING 

CENTER INTAKE CLERKS AT STRATEGIC POINTS FOR 

IMMEDIATE PROCESSING OF REFERRALS SHOULD BE 
c 

STUDIED. SUCH POINTS AAY INCLUDE C'OMMuNITY 

ORGANIZATIONS AND THE OFFICES OF THE DESK , 

SERGEANTS AND BOOKING OFFICERS AT THE 

REL~ANT POLICE DISTRICT STATIONS, THE 

WARRANT OFFICER FOR POLICE AREA 6 ASSIGNED 

TO BRANCH 29 o.F THE CIRCUIT COtJRT I AND THE 
" (t)~\ 

CLERKS OF BRANCH 29 OF THE CIRCUIT COURT. 
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PROPER COORDINATION WITH THE POLICE 

.DEPARTMENT, THE STATE'S ATTORNEY FOR COOK 

COUNTY AND THE CIRCUIT COURT SHOULD BE 

ACHIEVED. 

Lack of general data concerning the most effective 

,intake strategy to employ coupled with local variations in 

criminal justice procedures cautions against a narrow intake 

approach for a pilot program. Even most well estaolished 

programs do not rely exclusively on one source of cases. A 

focus on referrals permitting early intervention is justified 
-
on the assumption of its superior cost effectiveness and 

greater accessibility to citizens. Since early intervention 

increases the probability of many cases being mediated which 

would otherwise be ignored, it also increases the risks of 

trivial cases clogging the center. Screening p~~cedures which 

aim to eliminate wholly insignificant cases and those for which 

mediation would be a waste of resources, e.g., where one party 

is plainly mentally disturbed, should be devised to avoid 

excessive trivialization of the caseload. 

To some extent, the intake process can rely on field 

referrals by officials and private persons. For example, if 

the police ranks in the relevant districts are adequately 

informed of the Center and its functions, many cases are likely 

to be referred by officers at the scene of disturbances where 
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no arrest is made. However, the intake process will be 

facilitated greatly if intake clerks are stationed at str,tegic 
l,~, e 

points within and outside of the system -- points through which 

complainants pass in their search for justice. If intake 

clerks are present at that point; the complainant can receive 

immediate attention including an on the spo.t determination. of 
.. 

whether that particular dispute would fall within the 

jurisdiction of the Center. The processing of the dispute 

could go forward quiCkly from that point. The impression would 

not be given that complainant was being given a rUn around, or 

otherwise ignored, as might be the 'daCSe if he were simply 

referred elsewhere. 

Several such points may be appropriate with resp~ct tOe 

the processing of criminal complainants in the uptown"':Edgewater 

neighborhood. Some agencies and ,prganizations working in the 

community become aware of disputes as they unfold but before 

they have reached a stage demanding attention by authorities. 

While the volume of cases coming to the attention of any single 

organization might be insufficl~nt to justify assigning an 

intake clerk, it might become an informatiog source that would 

be useful for a clerk .assigned to field intake Ilactivi ties or it 

could ·serve as a post on a "circui ~,n coveredDy a ,.clerk o,n a 

regular oasis. Screening interviews might beoheld with « 

prospective complainants at the offices of such agencie,s. 

Another intake point may be the desk sergeant~. and 
" . 
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bookin.g officers at ~he stations in police districts 20 and 

! 
23. When a,n arrest is made, the defendant and signed complaint 

are processed by these officials. If the complainant is 

present, in appropriate cases the intake clerk could interview 

Qoth complainant and defendant to determine if they were both 

willing to submit their dispute to the Center. If so, the 

hearing could be promptly scheduled. If the complainant were 

not present at this pOint, the intake clerk might on his own 

initiative contact the complainant to determine if he/she 

wished to proceed to mediation. 

A point in the system likely to yield many referrals 

is the warrant officer's desk for Police Area 6 at Branch 29 of 

the Circuit Court. In cases where no arrest is made by the 
,', 

police, the' complairiant is referred to the warrant officer who 

completes the complaint and fills out the warrant or summons 

forms. The complainant then appears before the judge in Branch 

29 in order to verify the complaint. The court then issues the 

warrant or summons as appropriate. The volume of cases coming 

to Branch 29 in this way is large -- over 800 in the first 

three months of 1978. An intake clerk stationed near the 

warrant officer' Sl: desk would be able to interview complainants 

in appropriate ~a3es and process the case promptly. 

Other possible referral points in the criminal justic~ 

system include the clerk's office at Branch 29, the uptown 

community office of the stat~)'s attorney, and the misdemeanor 
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court itself. 
(( . 

Often, by the time cases proceed this far into 
" 

the system, the cost savings resulting from referral decreases 

considerably. However, there are many instances where refE!'rral 

at this level may still shed significant benefits to the system 

ana the parties, e.g., multi-party diEJputes'freque'ntlY involve 

numerous continuances and eventual dismissal because the 

court's patience is exhausted. 

All efforts ~o develop referral relationships .with 

criminal justice agencies should be carefully coordinated with 

the appropriate police, state's attorney, and court officials. 

Their confidence and cooperation is essential to the operation 

of the referral system recommended. 

B. Civil Cases. 

Very little data is provided by the projects surveyed ; 
'~~. '~ ,? 

concerning the referral syst~m for civil cases. This is partly 

a result of the fact that civil cases make upa very, .small part 

of the caseload of most certteis. The only prQject iq which 
,.;/ 

/'1 

this is not true is the San Jose Neighborhood Small Claims 
" 

Court. Its jurisidction;; is confined to civil matters 

exclusively. Most litigants who use its pr(.)cesses hear about 
',I 

th(a cour't through the mass media or thro'ugh posters arid """ 

pamphlets wldelY, distr ibQted in the co~uni ty. 24 That ~( 

appears to be typical for most 0K~ner projects a:s ~'lell, although 
o , (, 
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occasionally it is reported that the local small claims court 

refers cases to a center. 25 

RECOMMENDATION 13: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD WIDELY PUBLICIZE ITSELF IN THE 

NEIGHBORHOOD THROUGH THE MEDIA AND COMMUNITY 

ORG~IZATIONS. THIS SHOULD BE THE PRIMARY 

METHOD OF STIMULATING REFERR~LS OF CIVIL 

CASES TO THE CENTER. THE FEASIBILITY OF A 

REFERRAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PRO SE BRANCH 

OF THE SMALL CAlMS COURT OF THE CIRCUIT 

COURT SHOULD BE STUDIED, AS WELL AS OTHER 

OFFICIAL AGENCIES PROCESSING CIVIL DISPUTES. 

The Pro Se Court is a highly efficient forum for 

adjudicating civil claims that come before it. 26 Once a 

case has been filed there, the benefits of referring the matter 

to the Center would be marginal, except in the occasional 

instance where the judge believes the dispute. to be such that 

mediation/arbitration will provide a more appropriate resolu

tibn. The benefits of referral in these cases may justify the 

effort needed to establish the working relationship. The 

feasibility of similar arrangements with the Housing Court, the 

Complaint Divi!;lion of the Department of Human Se,rvices, the 

Community Intervention Services of the Department of Human 
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Services, and other similar agencies might also be studied. 

C. Pressure On Defendants/Respondents. 

~ 

If defendants/respondents refuse to participate in 

.. neighborhood jus3tice center processes t~he proj,ect fails in two 
1 

respects. It cannot provide a successful resolution for the 

dispute and does not relieve the caseload of the cdtirts. The 

problem of "no shows" is to find which pressures will,spark 

participation while at the same time preserving voluntariness. 
\~. 

To remedy the "no show" problem in crimInal cases, 

Columbus, 27 Rochester, 28 San Jose, 29 Boston 30 and 

others use official-looking letters from criminal jusj:ice 

agencies reminding defendants that the alternative to 

participation in mediation is prosecuti9n (see Appendix C) • 

The San Francisco project, still in the planning.stag., 

suggests a hard sell ap~roach by staff person~er t~ encourage 

participatiQn." 31 In pure civil cases, t.here, is lio evidence 

of pressure of any kind ort respondents. 

The original success of th~ Columbus Night Pros~ctitor 

project in using offic~al letters to stimul~te~efendant 
~. .~/ 

Jj. 

participation prObably accounts forthe .. ir wide~J)reaa use. ·;Many .. 
I 

other cities closely followed~ Variations ar6se as centers 
,- til" 

were modeled to meet needs and conditions of the area. An 

e~ample is the San Franciscoprojeb~. Mr. Shonoholtz, a 
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clinical associate of the law faculty at the Unillersity of San 

Francisco, felt the criminal process "thwarted the development 

of active citizen involvement and preventive-oriented social 

services." 32 Therefore, the project avoiding using official 

pressure. 

Attempted solutions of the "no show" problem are not 

easy to evaluatec Long term research to determine if a heavy 

reliance on voluntary compliance produces low cooperation is 

needed. Undoubtedly, factors besides voluntary or forced 

pressure are at play. 

RECOMMENDATION 14: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD BE INTEGRATED INTO THE 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IN SUCH A WAY THAT 

THE ACCUSED'S RIGHTS ARE PROTECTED. 

PRESSURE TO PARTICIPATE SHOULD BE LIMITED BY 

THE NEED TO PRESERVE VOLUNTARINESS. 

D. Screening The Parties For Seriousness. 

Threshold indications of seriousness may be desirable 

to weed out cases brought simply to harass respondents. At the 

same time threshold barriers should discourage serious partlci-

pation by excessive bureaucracy and formalism. Filing fees and 

general consent forms, which would express a serious commitment 

to resolve a dispute by mediation, may achieve these objectives. 
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Information about the use of filing fees and consent 

forms is limited. The Boston, 34 Rochester, 35 and New 

York 36 projects use consent forms that are signed by both 

complainant and respondent. The~~,A~e of a filing fee is only 

found in the San Jose project. 37 A fee of $4.00 is charged 

-- $2.00 for sending the complaint to the respondent by 

certified mail and another $2.00 as a filing fee. 

The rationale for different projects' ~se of filing 

fees and consent forms is not clearly apparent. Boston takes 

57.4% of its referrals from the bench, while Rochester and New 

York receive 52% and 70% of their cases from court clerk~.38 
i"·, 

The consent forms jppear as documents of ag~eement between the 

complainant and respondent to settle their di~pute outside of 

the court. Moreover, both New York and Rochester cases go to 

arbitration if mediation fails, so that the forms fulfill the 

legal requirements for a binding arbitration. 39 Besides 

covering the cost of certified mail, San Jose's filing fee 

relects the "fee of the formal small claims c.ourt there. The 

certified mail fee may enhance. complaina.nt participation, 
" 

minimize bu·reaucratic alienation,and discourage harassment. 

Further research should focus on these questions: 
1/ 

Should fees be charged in the uPtowni/"'Edgewater pr~ject? Under 

what circumstances would the fee be waivable or refundaole? 

Consideration of Doth fees a~d consent forms ~s causes of 

alienation is needed. Finally,' the legal and stru,ctural" 
. \,.!l (,J 

component of a waiver should be explored. 
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VIII. RESOLUTION PROCESSES 

The char~cteristics of the processes employed to 

resolve disputes in neighborhood justice centers vary widely. 

Both mediation and arbitration are employed. A threshold 

issue, however, is whether "the proce§ses should include a 

cooling off period in order to create a more satisfactory 

climate for dispute resolution. 

A. Cooling Off The Disputants. 

The theory of a cooling off period is that the 

emotionally charged atmosphere surrounding many minor disputes 

impedes successful resolution efforts. By allowing the parties 

to wait until their feelings sUbside, resolution is more likely. 

None of the neighborhood justice centers surveyed 

employs a cooling off period, per see However, the simple 

mechanics of processing cases results in minor d~lays between 

th~ filing of complaints and actual hearings, which may serve 

as the functional equivalent of a cooling off period. Most 

projects hold hearings 7 - 10 days after the complaint is 

filed. 1 Consequently, they do not act in the manner of 

crisis intervention programs which focus on alleviating 
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immediate tensions rather than finding longer term solutions. 

The Miami project seems to have the shortest lag time. 

Hearings are scheduled three days after complaints are 

received. 2 Even this is sufficient time for the immediate 

crisis to pass. 

In Rochester, the court clerk attemptb: to mediate 

cases in a pre-warrant hearing prior to referral to the 

neighborhood justice center. 3 The clerk allows a three week 

cooling off period to run before the hearing. This results in 

a high rate of complaint withdrawals and "no shows". Over 60%' 
'I of all complainants fail to pursue the matter to the near-

ing. 4 What is unknown is whether these dispu\.es have been .... r 
successfully resolved by the parties or whetheJ the delay in 

holding a hearing simply reinforces p~econceptions that the 

legal bureaucracy is ineffective. 5 

RECOMMENDATION 15: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

PROJECT SHOULD HEAR CASES WITHIN ONE WEEK 

AF.'rER THE COMPLAINT IS FILED, WHENEVER,;:,:, 

FEASIBLE. THE CEN.TER SHOULD NOT INTERVENE 
• 1'1 

" 

IN IMMED'IATE, ONGOING DISPUTES UNTIL THE 

PARTIES' EMOTIONS HAVE SUBSIDED TO A POINTO 
Ii 

WHERE RATIONAL COMMUNICATION IS POSSIBLE. 

The uncertain advantages of an extended cooling off 

period may not outweigh the clear disadv~n~ag~ -- the loss of 
<) 
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a speedy resolution of the controversy. The uncertainty of the 

advantages is increased when the nature of many disputes coming 

to the center is kept in mind. Many are the result of long 

standing feuds. While the impetus to file a complaint may 

arise-from a "last straw", resentments that have smoldered over 

time will not dis$iptate during a cooling off period. In fact, 

they may intensify. 

However, the center should not intervene in the heat 

of ongoing arguments. The skills relevant tq a successful 

crisis intervention program are probably different from those 

associated with mediation and, certainly, with arbitration. 

Mediation and arbitration should proceed only after the 

immediate crisis has passed and the situation has stabili~ed. 

B. Mediation, Arbitration, Or A Mixed Model? 

Mediation and arbitration are distinct processes. 

Mediation employs a third party neut,ral to find a solution that 

is mutually acceptable to the disputants. Arbitration employs 
J, 

a th~rd party neutral to impose a solution on the disputants. 
\1 
}I 

Th~j~ediator is more heavily influenced by-the human dynamics 

and legally irrelevant considerations of the situation. The 

(~a:rbitrator is more strongly influenced by the legally relevant 

~ssues defined by the'parties and the facts pertinent to those 

(, pre<;:ise issues. 
; ! 
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While the processes are distinct, there is som~} 

overlap. A mediator intent on finding not only an acceptable 

but also a just resolution must be somewhat cognizant of the 

legal rights of the parties. An arbitrator's award should not 

only be legally correct but should also be equitable if it is 

to be obeyed by the parties without further litigation, 

especially in the special context of a neighbothood justice 

center. Which of these processes should be stressed in this 

context? 

1. A preference for mediation. All of the projects 

surveyed rely on mediation as the primary method for resol~ing 

disputes, while several retain an arbitration option onlY,~h~n 

efforts to reach a mediated solution fail. Four projects rely 
" 

exclusi vely on mediation (Boston, ColI.lmbus, Miami and 

,Orlando). six use a mixed mediation/arbitration model 

requiring a serious mediation attempt first (Atlanta, 

Rochester, San Jose, New YorK, San Francisco and the American 

Arbitration Association's planned 4-A project in the S6uth 

Shore community of Chicago). 

The preference for mediation is based on the 

assumption that the underlying nature of 'most disputes<i'coming 
~> 1,1 

to neighborhood justice centers is such that 'Ehe' parties are 
\\ 

capable ,of reaching a permanent r'esolution. Their capabili ty 

arises out of several factors,:' the personal nature of these 

disputes, the,ongoing nature of the parties' relat~onshi~s, 
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the probability that both disputants have engaged in mutually 

offending conduct, and the likelihood that the power 

relationships between the disputants are not lopsided. The 

nature of the disputes also suggests that an imposed award has 

~ lesser chance of permanently resolving the problem than one 

which the parties believe they have both helped formulate. 

The Miami program, which uses only mediation, 

illustrates the process. 6 At the mediation session, the 

complainant airs his view of the dispute first,followed by the 

,respondent. The mediator listens without trying to narrow the 

issues right away but rather listening for what appears to be 

the underlying roots of the conflict. At the same time the 

mediator gives assurances to both sides, encouraging them both 

to open up. The emphasis is not on theraputic counseling but 

rather on getting the parties to talk through their dispute, 

and to grasp the reality of the other side's position. After a 

full airing of views, which may be facilitiated by seprate 

caucases with the individual parties, the mediator encourages 

the disputants to identify possible solutions to their 

problem. The Atlanta program distinguishes between "con

ciliation" and "mediation", the difference being the extent to 

which the mediator takes the initiative in defining possible 

solutions for the ~arties' consideration. 7 
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As there is no program which relies exclusively on 

arbitration, there is no data available which permits direct, 

comparative evaluation of mediation and arbitration in the 

neighborhood justice setting. However, in those project-s using 

both processes, the data suggests that mediation works most of 

the time so that arbitration is infrequently used. For 

example, in San Jose, during the first six months of operation, 

67% of the cases were resolved at the mediation stage, while 

only 15% went to arbitration. 8 An even more extreme pattern 

is evident in New York where only 5% of the cases were 

arbitrated.9 

The New York experience sheds additional light on the 

relative merits of mediation and arbitration. New York',s 

aggressive follow-up program allows the cen.ter co' re-interven,EL, 

in cases where one or both parties are not adhering to the 

resolution. Intervention was required less c'ften in ~ediated 

cases (8%) than in arbitrated cases (23%). While this suggests 

that mediated ag,r'eements are more endur ing than arbi tation 

awards, important" qualif ications must be stated. The data is , 

based on a small 'number of arbitrated cases (26). More' 
, 

importantly, arbitrated disput,es tend to be the most aggravated 

controversies with the lowest chances for satisfacto~y 

settlement anyway. 10 Further study of the comparatieve 

advantages of mediation and arbitration is necessary~, 
r 
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RECO~lMENDATION 16: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOC;u JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD RELY PRIMARILY UPON MEDIATION 

PROCESSES TO RESOLVE DISPUTES. 

As the case load projected fqr the uptown-Edgewater 

project is similar to that carried in most other centers, the 

applicability of mediation is apparent. Its utility is 

enhanced in view of the Report's recommendation to limit 

arbitration to cases within the jurisdiction of th Pro Se 

Branch of the Small Claims Court. 11 The primary reliance on 

mediation will open the Center to many cases that are 

effQctively foreclosed from the court system whil~ at the same 

. time not preempting the functions of formal adjudication where 

it is available and appropriate. 

2. Preserving ~narbitration option. While mediation 

provides an effective resolution technique in most minor 

disputes, there are some in which the more structured and 

legally enforceable processes of arbitration are necessary. 

However, a problem arises in the context of neighborhood 

justice centexs of utilizing both processes while retaining the 

integr;ity of each. The problem emerges in two forms. When 

persons consent to submit their dispute to the jurisdiction of 

a neighborhood justice center, do they only agree to undertake 

a serious effort to mediate the dispute or do they also agree 

to binding arbitration, at the moment of sUbmission, in the 
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event mediation fails? Is the role of mediator and arbitrator 

combined in the same person? 

(a) -Special sUbmission to arbitration. Of the 

six operating or planned programs that utilize both mediation 

and arbitration (referred to as the limed-arb· model II ) ,surveyed 

for this Report, three require the parti~s to submit to 

arbitration at the outset (New York, Rochester and the proposed 

South Shore 4-A program). The parties file a general 

sUbmission, agreeing to mediate the dispute and be bound by ~n 

arbitrator's award if necessary. In New York, for example, the 

parties sign mediation/arbitration sUbmission for~s. 12 

Similar dual purpose forms are used in Rochester 13 and 

contemplated in the South Shore project. 14 

In all three cases, the general submission procedure 

may be tied to th~ objective of producing a resolution that is 

enforceable in the courts, regardless of whether the resolution 
II 

was arrived at through mediation or arbi tration • Under Artic:le 

75 of the New York Civil Practice and Rules in the Civil Term 
,./-'--'\ 

of the Supreme Court, mediation agreements wr i tten up'>,,~s 

Arbitration Awards are judicially enforceable asi~ they were 
U "." ,l \;:"1 

the result of arb! tration. 15.. Both the Rochester and New 

.York City progra~s, are geared to take advantage of this 

provision. The American Arb'itration Associatio:n proposes an 

analogous result in its South Shore project. 
,:j 

Mediation 

agreements will be written in the form qJ arbitrator's awatds 
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("consent awards") which can be converted to a judgment. 16 

It is unclear at this writing which provisions of Illinois law 

or procedure sustain the enforceability of consent awards. 

Two projects using the med-arb model separate the 

sUbmission to arbitration from the sUbmission to mediation. In 

San Jose, if the mediation effort fails, the mediator tries to 

persuade the rarties to arbitrate. If they consent, they sign 

an arbitration agreement. 17 San Francisco will use 

non-binding arbitration after an unsuccessful mediation but a 

special sUbmission to the process will still be required. 18 

Atlanta will use the med-arb model but it is unclear whether a 

general or special sUbmission will be used. 19 

RECOMl1ENDATION 17: THE (TPTC)WN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD USE A SPECIAL SUBMISSION TO 

ARBITRATION DISTINCT FROM THE PARTIES' 

CONSENT TO MEDIATION. FURTHER STUDY SHOULD 

BE GIVEN TO THE USE OF A GENERAL SUBMISSION 

TO MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION IN APPROPRIATE 

CASES. 

Assuming that a general sUbmission will result in 

judicially enforceable "consent awards" and arbitrator's awards 

in Illinois, there may be definite advantage to the procedure. 

The effect of the general sUbmissi.on may be an incentive to the 
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parties to make every effort to mediate their dispute. If they 

fail to mediate successfally, they know an award will be 

imposed by the arbitrator. This advantage depends on the 

extent to which they perceive a mediated outcome as 

preferable. There may also be disadvantages. A threshold 

requirement to be legally bound to the outcome may frighten 

persons from participating who might otherwise rea'ch a mutually 

acceptable resolution through non-binding mediation. Moreover, 

in cases where one party perceives the law to be on his side of 

the case, the effect of a general sUbmission would be a 

disincentive to seriously mediate in the hope that a more~ 

favorable outcome might be expected from arbitration. 

Data is lacking as to the reality of these potential 
. 

advantages and disadvantages. It seems initially that there is 

more to lose than gain from a general sUbmisston. Moreover, a 

general sUbmission would conflict with this Report's recom

mendation that binding re~olutions through arbitration be 

confined to those cases falling within the jurisdiction of the 

Pro Se Branch of the Small Cl~iIris; Court" 20 A speci,al 

(, sUbmission, to arbitration should be made available only in 

those cases within the Pro Se jurisdiction after mediation has 

failed. 

(b) Distinguishing the mediat6r and arbitrator 0 

roles. The med-arb mpdel poses a difficult th~oretical problem 

'when it combines the roles of m~diator and arbit\rator in the 
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same third party neutral. One commentator notes; 21 

"There is an obvious difficulty if the 
mediator-arbitrator is unsuccessful in his mediational role and 
then seeks to assume the role of impartial judge. For 
effective mediation may require gaining confidential 
information from the parties which they may be reluctant to 
give if they know that it may be used against them in the 
adjudicatory phase. And even if they do give it, it may thei'l 
jeopardize the arbitrator's sense of objectivity. In addition, 
it will be difficult for him to take a disinterested view of 
the case -- and even more so to appear to do so -- after he has 
once expressed his views concerning a reasonable settlement." 

In spite of these difficulties, all of the projects 

following the med-arb model combine the mediator and arbitrator 

roles in the same third party neutrals. The Rochester program 

attempts to minimize the difficulties by cautioning the hearing 

officers about potential pitfalls. For example, an arbitrator, 

having learned facts or heard allegations from ~ne party in the 

one-party caucases, which are frequently utilized in the 

mediation process, cannot base an award on those facts or 

allegations without giving the other party an opportunity to 

respond. 22 This, of course, fails to address the problems 

of perceived and actual neutrality which the commentator above 

raises. But the Rochester program perceives benefits which 

outweigh these disadvantages. An arbitrator with confidential 

knowledge shared by the parties in individual caucases is in a 

better position to frame an award which has a reasonable chance 

for acceptance. Moreover, a mediator who may turn into an 

arbitrator is thought to have greater influence in encouraging 

the parties to seriously mediate. 23 
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RECOMMENDATION 18: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBOREOQD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD USE DIFFERENT PERSONS AS THIRD 

PARTY NEUTRALS ~~EN MEDIATION AND 
,. 
ARBITRATION ARE EMPLOYED IN THE SAME CASE. 

Few cases are envisioned coming to the uptown-

Edgewater Neighborhood Justice Center in which the med-arb 

model would be employed. Conse~uently the burden of calling in 

a different third party neutral to arbitrate may be relatively 
, 

slight. This burden can be eased by scheduling such cases 

periodically on occasions when an extra hearing officer is at 

hand. The disadvantages of not separating these role~ may be 

especially pronounced in the early stages of the pilot project 

when the hearing officer staff is relatively inexperienced and 

not adept at maintaining both roles simultaneously. 

c. Follow-Up. 

Most of the projects surveyed engaged in some 

follow-up activities after the formal resolution processes. 
" 

Their objectives varied. For eixample~, in"Orlando t,he pril~'i.1ary , 

purpose is to collect, data about the p~rties' satisfaction'with 

the resolution a few weeks after the hearing. Random inquiries 

are condQcted and the data is used for evaluating the 

effectiveness of the program. 24 Miami, 25 New York 2,6 
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and Boston 27 employ follow-up inquiries in order to identify 

resolutions in need of reinforcement and to bring about greater 

compliance through further hearings or social services. In 

those centers employing arbitration, foLlow-up is frequently 

geared to assisting parties obtain a judicial confirmation of 

the award. 

RECOMMENDATION 19: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOOLD DEVELOP FOLLOW-UP ACT~VITIES 

THAT WILL YIELD DATA SUITABLE FOR PROJECT 

EVALUATION, FACILITATE POST-HEARING 

COMPLIANCE, AND ASSIST PARTIES IN OBTAINING 

JUDICIAL CONFIRMATION 0]' ARBITRATION AWARDS. 
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IX. HEARING OFFICERS 

Who should serve as mediators and/or arbitrators? 

What training is necessary to prepare individuals to function 

effectively in this position? Eight operating and two planned 

neighborhood justice centers exemplify models - lay persons, 

law students, professionals and lawyers (see Table 9). The 

experiences of these centers in terms of the rationale behind 

developing a particular model, specific characteristics of 

persons selected within the framework of. the model and 

drawbacks and limitations of each model offer guidance for 

developing the Uptown-Edgewater neighborhood justice center's 

hearing staff. 

A. Quali!ications Of Hearing Officers. 

The majority of the centers have employed lay 

persons. In each case the goal of educating citizens to the 

judicial process prompted the decision to use this model. Of 

equal importance was the feeling that ci i:izen involvement was 

germane to the concept of the neighborhood justice ce~ter. 

This rationale outweighed tha time and cost incurred to recruit 

lay persons and train them in the mediation process. 1 
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TABLE 9 

Hearing Staff Models 

Lay People From Community 

Boston 

Ne~'l York City 

Rochester, New York 

San Francisco * 
Atlanta, Georgia * 

Law Students Professionals Lawyers 

Columbus, Ohio Miami Orlando, Fla. 

San Jose, Cal. 

*Program is in planning stages or initial phase of operation; 
therefore no data is available for the purpose of this report. 

,," 

The San Francisco project illustrates the dis-

advantages of this model. The recruitment of a core group of 

15 residents to plan and develop the program took over 12 

~eetings in addition to the time spent fostering contacts with 

.local agencies and educating citizens to the issues related to 

the program's development. Eight months passed between the 

time the community was first contacted and the opening of the 

center. 2 In contrast the Columbus Night Prosecutor Program, 

which uses law students, took about half the time to 

implement. 3 

Recruitment strategies in the lay person model include 

tapping the sponsoring agency's contacts in the community, 

advertising in local newspapers and passing the announcement 
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to local organizations. 4 Once notified of the program 

citizens respond. The processing of applications has involved 

time in order to assure that the hearing staff is 

representative of the community's demographic and 

socio-economic composition. 5 Staff heterogeneity allows 

centers to better serve the community and the disputants. In 

some instances, although not always, similarity between 

mediator and the disputing parties facilitates resolution of 

cases. 6 

Training lay persons in mediation/arbitration skills 

requires more time and money than the other models. The Boston 

project's training program takes 40 hours over a three-week 

period. In the Rochester project, the hearing sta\ff receive a 

total of 50 hours of preparation. 7 Training law students 

for mediation in the Columbus program totals about 12 hours, 

since the participating law school incorporates preparation 

into its curriculum. 8 

Other benefits of the law student model are those 

derived by students. Experience to complement their textbook 

learning stimulates high student involvement. The opportunity 

to work in the Columbus prosecutor's 'office is also prized by 

students. However, students' immaturity and insensitivity to 

the community and ,peoples' life conditions is a disadvantage of 

this model. Advocacy skills learned by students were often 

contrary to human relation skills needed in mediation. To 
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r~medy this situation a training program was developed by the 

Educational and Psychological Development Corporation of 

Columbus. 9 

Although the Miami project was modeled after the 

Columbus program, professionals were selected as hearing 

officers. The sponsoring agency, the Administrative Office of 

the Court, felt that professionals (lawyers, psychologists, 

social workers, etc.) would bring greater skills to the 

program. The most serious drawbaCK is the conflict arising 

from individual professional responsibilities. 10 This 

di,'?advantage has apparently not caused Miami to alter its 

hearing staff model. 

This problem has not occurred for the Neighborhood 

Court project administered by the Santa Clara_Bar Association, 

in San Jose, California or for the Orlando, Florida program 

sponsored by the Orange County Bar Association. Lawyers 

volunteer to serve as mediators/arbitrators. Their response 

has been enthusiastic. In Orlando, Florida, 45 are on the 

waiting list which is about equal to the number serving. 11 

Over 35 lawyers applied for the 6 positions in the San Jose 

project~ 12 Certainly the aupport and involvement of the 

respective bar associations explain this response. Both 

associations perceived the projects as an oppo+tunity'for 

PUblic service and PUblic relations for the profession. 13 

In addition, the Orange County Bar Assocation seeks research 

findings on the resolution of interpersonal disputes. 14 
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Interestingiy, the fundamental goal of effectively 

dealing with disputes has been demonstrated for each model. 

For instance, at the New York center where lay persons serve as 

mediators, resolutions were reached in almost all mediated 

cases. Thirty to 60 days afterwards the parties still were 

satisfied with the resolution according to follow-up 

results. IS In Boston, where lay persons act as hearing 

officers, 89% of the mediated cases reached an accord. In the 

follow-up inquiry, 8S% of these resolutions were upheld by the 

parties. 16 Similarly, participants in the Columbus program, 

employing law students, were sampled about their satisfaction 

with the resolution. Ninety percent answered in the 

affirmative. 17 Hearings conducted by professionals in 

Orlando also had high positive results. Sixty-eight percent of 

the complainants and 78.6% of the respondents were satisfied 

with the resolution at the close of the hearing. A sampling of 

the disputants were surveyed three weeks later and most 

remained satisfied with their hearings. 18 

What factors account for the success of these centers 

in getting disputants to resolve their conflict to each party's 

satisfaction? The evaluation results suggest that it is other 

than nhe~ring officer n types. Several factors seem to be at 

work. They include: hearing staff co.mmitment to mediat.iorl of 

the conflict resolution; extensive training in mediation skills 
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and techniques; education in human relations' dynamics; 

sensitivity to the community and its needs, its people, and the 

maturity of the mediator. 

1. Community residency. Fundamental to the 

neighborhood ju~tice concept is community involvement. This is 

particularly important sir.~e the uptmV'n-Edgewater center will 

serve one neighborhood. With the goa1. of improving the life of 

the community and its residents, their input is essential if 

the program is to adequately serve them. 

Extensive contacts have been made with con~unity 

leaders, residents and employees during the preparion of this 

Report. A good working relationsh ip has been estc:lblished and 

community support generated. Therefore the main drawback of 

the citizen model, that of time to cult~vate community interest 

and commitment, has been tackled. Organizations and agencies 

have expressed a willingness to assist in the planning phase of 

the center's development. This is already demonstrated by 

their generosity to date. They have given time for interviews, 

provided documents, read drafts of the proposal and offered 

suggestions" This reflects the community's appreciation for 

the opportunity to contribute to the project. 19 That 

residents of the neighborhood are anxious to be involved in 
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programs affecting community justice is reflected in the 

variety of projects which have been initiated by community 

organizations in recent years. These include the 

Edgewater-uptown Community Safety Program, the Justice Actions 

Qf the Organization of the North East, and the citizen crime 

prevention program nationally known as WHISTLE STOP. 20 

The effective operation of the neighborhood justice 

centers regardless of the hearing staff model used is the 

element of the hearing officer's sensitivity to human 

relationships and to people's life situations. The 

uptown-Edgewater neighborhood is a diverse community with its 

own distinctive issues and internal struggles. The project's 

hearing staff should be sensitive to these issues. 

BrOOKS Miller, Director of the uptown Hull House, 

lists this as one of the primary qualifications of a "good 

o 

lawyer" for the legal assistance program which has operated out ,~ ~ 

of the uptown Hull House for the past 10 Years. 21 

Individuals most likely to have such a sensitivity are 

residents of the community. 

RECOMMENDATION 20: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE ' 

CENTER SHOULD RECRUIT ITS HEARING 'STAFF FROM' 

THE COMMUNITY TO THE EXTENT POSS IBLE~' 

.' 
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2. Lawyers. Lawyers who live in the community ~nd/or 

have an office there are receptive to the proj~ct and to 

participating in it. This observation is based upon a mail 

survey of these lawyers in February, 1978. The membership list 

of the Chicago Bar Association and the listings in th~ 

telephone book were used to identify these lawyers. A problem 

of duplication may have occurred for the small number of 

lawyers who both live and work in the community. The amount of 

error stemming from these factors is probably small. 

Of the 177 lawyers contacted, 36 (or 20.3%) took the 

time to return the enclosed postcard questionnaire. Those 

living in the community constituted 80.6% of the returns. 

Fifty-five percent of the returns expressed a willingness to 

serve regularly and the remainder checked occasionally. 

While several lawyers living/working in the 

neighborhood expressed a willingness to serve as hearing 

officers, the question arises as to whether there are 

sufficient numbers to carry the load. The Task Force estimates 

the need for a hearing staff of about 40. This estimate is 

based upoti expected caseload, a considerate scheduling policy 

and community involvement. On the basis of police data for the 

area analyzed earlier in this report, and assuming that about 

~20% of the projected number of disorderly conduct arrests were 

refetred to the center, its caseload would be about 840 per 

year. 22 The experi~nce of other centers shows that a 
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proportion of referrals end up being ~ettled outside th~ 

center. The percent of mediated cases ranges widely (see 

Table 10). 

TABLE 10 

Caseload And Hearing Staff * 

Total No. Proportion Total No. Staff Per 
Center Referrals Mediated Hearing Staff Hearing 

Boston 350 89% 50 approx. 2-3 

New York 5,150 19% 50 approx. 1-3 

Rochester 663 (1976 ) 98.6% 70 approx. 1 

Miami 4,149 98.5% 20 approx. 1 

Columbus 6,429 (1976) 54% 30 approx. 1 
(ex. bad check 
cases) 

Orlando 306 63% 55 1 

*Source: McGillis, et al., Neighborhood Justice Centers: An Analysis of 
Potential ~odels (1977): 

R. Conner and R. Surette, The Citizen Dispute Settlement 
Program, 8 (1977). 

Assuming that the uptown-Edgewater center actually 

mediates 50% of the referred cases, then 40 mediators would hear 

425 cases. Each mediator then would hear a case every 5 or 6 

weeks, assuming one mediator per case. 

Given the fact that a little under half of the lawyers 

responding to the survey indicated a willingness to serve only 

occasionally, and given the likelihood that professional~nd 
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personal obligations will keep many attorneys from serving 

regularly in spite of their expressed good intentions, it would 

seem that lawyers in the neighborhood may not be a sufficient 

resource base for a hearing staff. Perhaps the actual number 

available on a fairly regular basis will be about 20. 

Therefore, it is recommended that the center recruit other 

professionals and lay persons to fill, the remaining position~. 

Selection criteria should go beyond socio-economic and 

demographic considerations. Applicants should be involved in 

the community, have the support of community organizations, have 

a personal commitment to the neighborhood justice concept and 

have a suitable temperament and personality. 

Community leaders and experienced agency employees 

surveyed felt lawyers and non-lawyers would both be received by 

the community. When presented the various models used in the 

other united States centers, consensus was divided on hearing 

staff composition. The us~ of lay persons was questioned by Mr. 

Thomas J. Hibino, Director of the Japanese American Citizens 

League. He believed that nothing would be achieved by 

them.23 

Brooks Miller of uptown Hull House favored lawyers over 

other professionals and non-p~ofessionals but based upon other 

reasoning. With over 75 community organizations and agencies 

within the boundaries of uptown-Edgewater, social service 

personnel abound but lawyers are scarce. Twenty-nine private 
," ~ 
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law offices are located in the community. Three legaL 

assistance programs operate one or two nights a week and the 

Legal Assiatance Foundation operates an office with a staff of 

8. These limited resources for 136,436 people means low contact 

with lawyers. People wish to have the opinion of a specialist 

on legal matters. The opportunity for positive association with 

lawyers regardless of their age or specialization Miller felt 

would benefit the community and enhance the mediation process. 

He did not oppose the use of other community members as 

mediators/arbitrators. 24 Tim Kelly, Director of the uptown's 

People's Community Service Center, shares Mary Jane EUbell's 

view that disputants were primarily concerned about receiving 

justice in a hearing and not about who conducted the hearing. 25 

RECOMMENDATION 21: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD RECRUIT LAWYERS WHO LIVE IN THE 

COMJ.'IDNITY. IF FEWER LAWYERS ARE WILLING TO 

SE~VE THAN THE NUMBER NECESSARY, OTHER 

PROFESSIONALS AND COMPETENT LAY PERSONS 

SHOULD BE RECRUITED FROM THE COMMUNITY. 

3. Ethnic and linguistic diversity. The high 

proportion of foreign born people residing in uptown-Edgewater 

-- especially those from Latin America and Asia'-- has already 

been noted. 26 There are 60 Latino and 32 Asian-American 
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lawyers in Chicago according to informed sources. 27 Most' 

likely they do not reside in the uptown-Edgewater community. 

The majority of those lawyers who do live here are of European 

heritage and probably do not have fluency in a second language. 

The alternatives for meeting the community1s needs are to select 

lay members of these ethnic groups from community residents for 

some hearing staff positions or to have a translator available 

as occasion arises. The former is preferable since direct 

c~mmunication in one's language could facilitate the mediator's 

task, put the disputants at ease, free them to express 

themselves, permit all present in the hearing to speak directly 

to each other and enhance the overall atmosphere of the 

session. If the mediator were not only fluent in the language 

of the disputants but also a member of either or both parties' 

ethnic group, the cultural aspects involved in the relationship 

between disputants and underlying the issues of the dispute are 

more likely to be identified and brought to the fore by the 

mediator. 

RECOMMENDATION 22: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD RECRUIT HEARING STAFF MEMBERS 

FROM ALL ETHNIC GROUPS IN THE COMMUNITY. 

PARTICULAR ATTENTION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE 

LATINO AND ASIAN GROUPS. SOME HEARING 

OFFICERS SHOULD BE FLUENT IN A SECOND 
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LANGUAGE, ESPECIALLY SPANISH OR ASIAN 

LANGUAGES. 

B. Training Of Hearing Officers. 

Some individuals selected as bearing officers may have 

knowledge of and practice in the mediation process and related 

fields, such as, counseling. It is likely that most will not 

have such background. The experience of other centers suggests 

that training should include discussion of the theoretical 

aspects of mediation, material on the dynamics of human 

relations and presentation of mediation techniques. In 

addition, it is felt that some information on -fhe- cultu"ial-'· 

patterns of ethnic groups living in uptown-Edgewater should be 

given. Everyone living in the community recognizes the ethnic 

distinctiveness of the population but few may have an 

understanding of these cultures and their problems. The 

community's ethnic organizations as well as those organizations 

with a citywide focus could be tapped for this input. 

The training program will achieve education objectives 

but this experience will help develop their commitment to the 

program and sense of being part of it through this shared 

learning experience. This is important since the hearing staff 

members will most likely differ in terms of age, sex, income, 
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education, employment, ethnic heritage and general life 

experiences. 

RECOMMENDATION 23: ALL MEMBERS OF THE HEARING STAFF MUST BE 

TRAINED IN MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION 

TECHNIQUES AND BE CERTIFIED. A TRAINING 

PROGRAM SHOULD BE COORDINATED THROUGH SOME 

COMPETENT AGENCY SUCH AS THE AMERICAN 

ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION. 

The American Arbitration Association has considerable 

experience in the neighborhood justice field. The AAA has 

operated centers in several cities and has provided training 

services for many others. The pending establishment of a 

Mid-west training center at the Chicago regional offices of the 

AAA makes readily available to the Uptown-Edgewater project a 

useful resource. 28 
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x. DUE PROCESS 

The effect of constitutional guarantees of due process 

and equal protection on informal. alternatives to civil and 

criminal adjudication is yet untested. However, consideration 

should be given to the issues which may arise in the context of 

neighborhood justice centers. 

with respect to civil cases, it is hard to conceive.of 

constitutional issues that may arise. The voluntary nature of 

participation in the process and the availability of the formal 

legal process as an alternative make due process and equal { 

protection issues implausible, even if a center is an official 

or quasi-official state agency. 

Current directors of several projects concur in this 

belief. In fact, they believe that even in criminal matters 

there is little chance of a center being held liabile for 

denial of due process. 

The extent to which due process and equal protection 

affect criminal cases depends partly 011 whether the case is 

referred before or after the respondent has been arrested. 

Pre-arrest referral may in fact defer arrest until a later 

time. Consequently, a constitutional is~ue may arise as in 

united states v. Marion. 1 The Supreme Court held that 

prejudicial delays in making arrests or filing ind~ctments may 

violate the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. A reg"lar police 
IJ 
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practice of delaying arrest may be constitutionally questioned 

if it later proves prejudicial to the defendant in formal legal 

proceedings. 

In the event of post-arrest referrals by the police, 

the constitutional question of a speedy trial may arise. 

Although the Supreme Court has found that "pre-accusation" 

delay does not 'violate a person's right to a speedy trial, an 

arrest has the effect of triggering the "post-accusation" stage 

of the proceedings. 2 Because of this, a defendant who was 

not cooperative and/or whose case was not settled during 

mediation or arbitration may claim that his right to a speedy 

trial was violated if formal criminal proceedings are 

subsequently brought against him. Cases corning from the 

state's attorney's office present a different legal issue, not 

clearly related to ~ue process. To what extent does the 

prosecutor have power to divert cases away from the court once 

formal proceedings have begun? Court referred cases may give 

rise to other problems. To what extent does the court have the 

power to dismiss cases in the absence of legal grounds for 

dismissal? The seriousness of all these concerns diminishes to 

the extent that defendants and complaining witnesses volun-

tarily consent to the diversion. 

with respect to equal protection, it is conceivable 

that the selection criteria used to screen the cases to be 

processed by a neighborhood justice center would be questioned 
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as to their constitutionality. Access to the services provided 

by the center must be made on ~esonable grounds. It is 

perfectly legal to incorporate "reasoned discrimination~ into a 

project for the sake of workability, but it is a violation of 

the Constitution to use intake practices which are "irrational" 

or ninsufficiently justified". 4 It should be noted that 

because the equal protection clause only protects against 

irrational or unnecessary discrimination, and because the 

programs are experimental, some commentators believe that the 

courts would strain not to f'ind a violation. 5 

Another instance in which a legal challenge might come 

up is under the claim that a participant's confidentiality was 

violated. The que~tion arises as to whether a person's words 

or deeds occurring within the mediation/arbitration process can 

be submitted as evidence in a .court of law. A problem might 

also arise in a case in which the mediator or arbitrator is 

asked to testify against a participant he or she was involved 

with at a center. 

Two ether problems may arise with respect t6 the use 

of pres_ure or coercion on po~ential participants and the use 

of consent waivers in a center's operations. The degrees of 

pressure used by the projects surveyed 'v'ar ies widely. It is , 

possible that someone may claim that he or she was pressur'ed to 

such an extent that participation was not voluntary. with 

regards to wai~ers, it may be that some rights simply cannot be 

waived. 
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RECOMMENDATION 24: IT IS RECO~MENDED THAT RESEARCH BE CONDUCTED 

ON THE LEGAL AND CONSITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

OF THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER AND THAT THE OPERATIONS OF THE CENTER 

BE CONDUCTED IN SUCH A WAY AS TO AVOID THESE 

ISSUES. 
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XI. EVALUATION' 

The evaluation of the Uptown~Edgewater Neighborhood 

Justice Center should be considered an integral and essential 

component of the project. Benefits are directly related to its 

everyday operations and its impact upon the community. In 

addition, the analyses can illuminate larger research questions 

germane to the development of the neighborhood justice center .. 
as an alternative to litigation. 

A. Assessment Of Operating Procedures. 

The data base for this assessment will be obtained 

during the intake processing (see Appendix B for a s;3mple 

form). Socio-economic data on the disputants, information on 

the nature of the di$pute, notation of the referral Source will 

be recorded with the intention of examinng such questions as 

the following ones. Who is using the center? How de> users 

learn about it? What are the referral sources? what: types of 

disputes are being referred and by what sources? Whcit types of 

disputes end in mediation/arbitration? The dat!:;L will be cross 
,.' 

tabulated in order to identify other relationships between the 

disputants, types of disputes, the resolution and th$ contact 

with the justice system. Monthly and quarterly reports wilL be 
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made to the Board of Directors and the Director with the 

findings on these questions and any other significant points 

uncovered. These analyses should be useful in identifying any 

gaps in the expected and actual clients, referral sources, 

'·:::aseload, and types of disputes. Modifications of policies, 

procedures and public relations work are possible outcomes from 

this evaluation. 

Included in this part of the evaluation will be an 

investigation of the mediation/arbitration results. A 

questionnaire, similar to the one used in the Orlando, Florida 

program, will be administered at the hearing session to the 

disputants. (A sample of the rating form is given in Appendix 

B.) A follow-up telephone survey three weeks later will 

provide data from both parties on the permanence and 

satisfaction of the resolution reached. A similar method is 

employed by New York City, Columbus, Boston and other pro

jects. 1 A sample of the disputants are called anywhere from 

three weeks to six months after the hearing. Some centers 

include questions on attitudes toward the center and 

satisfaction with the center's procedures. 2 The Orlando, 

Florida project adds an interesting dimension by surveying the 

mediators/arbitrators on their expectations about the 

resolution reached and its durability. 3 
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Testing hypotheses is not the purpose of the 

evaluation; however, the findings from other centers suggest 

that some patterns and relationships will be repeated in the 

uptown-Edgewater Neighborhood Justice Center's operation. The 
~ 

salient points are: 

· . . . 
· . . . 
· ... 
· . . . 

· . . . 

· ... 

· . . . 

• ••• 

members of many different ethnic groups will 
bring disputes to the center; 

the majority of the disputants will have low or 
middle incomes; 

sightly more women than men are expected to tIe 
complainants; 

.: ..... - ......... ~ .-" ".' 

most referrals are expected to come from agencies 
of the justice system, such as the police and 
court, rather than from other sources; 

by the very nature of the case criteria most 
cases will involve persons with an ongoing 
interpersonal relationship; 

a significant proportion of all cases referred 
will not reach the mediation stage. Attrition 
will result from defendants not responding or 
appearing, from disputes resol~ed during the 
waiting period for a hearing and from the 
rejection of inappropriate cases; 

social service referrals will be made for some 
cases during the intake process instead of a 
hearing as well as<being a condition of some 
dispute settlements; 

the majority of the disputes will be resolved 
through mediation rather than arbitration, 

••• ~ the majority of the resolutions reached during 
r the hearing will be satisfactory to both parties; 

· . . . the majority of mediated settlements will be 
durable over time; and 

•••. ', lawyers and non-lawyers alike act as effective 
'mediators/arbitrators. 
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B. Assessment Of Project Impact. 

Impact upon the, community will be viewed in terms of 

the Center's ability to make justice more accessible to the 

community, the Center's effectiveness in educating residents 

about procedures for resolving conflict and the Center's impact 

upon reducing the case load of official justice agencies like 

the police, courts and the state's attorney's office. 

Beside the Center's geographic convenience offered 

residents, the Center is expected to make justice more 

accessible by savings in cost and time. A recent study of the 

Pro Se Court with data on procedures, time involved and citizen 

response provides an opportunity to do a comparative study of 

cas~s appropriate for resolution in the Pro Se Court but which 

are handled by the uptown-Edgewater Neighborhood Justice 

Center. The findings will help in evaluating this goal. The 

inquiry into the mediation/arbitration proceedings will include 

a question or two on disputants' satisfaction with procedures 

and the Center's handling of their disputes. 

Insights into the Center's effectiveness in educating 

residents about proedures for resolving conflict can be probed 

by several methods. puring the intake processing several 

questions can be asked about complainant's previous use of 

-justice agencies like the Pro Se Court, the Small Claims Court 

and soon. In addition a question on their awareness of the 
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Center's operation will be asked in order to ascertain the 

impact of the Center's publicity campaigns within the 

community. A related issue is the response of individuals to 

social service and communi ty organizations' referrals to the. 

Center. Do individuals follow this recommendation? If not, 

are there explanations and are they similar to the reasons for 

disputants not appearing for scheduled mediation sessions? A 

more elaborate project would be a survey of residents on their 

awareness and attitudes toward the Center, on perceived 

differences from other means of justice and on recognized 

benefits to the community. The implementation of this 

recommendation would come twelve to eighteen months after the 

Center has been opened which would allow sufficient time for 

residents to learn and/or use the Center. 

An evaluation of the Center's impact upon the justice 

system is a more difficult task. Other centers' treatment of 

this topic offer no clear methodology for measuring this 

impact. 4 One of the difficulties lies in predicting the 

probability that an individual would have taken the dispute to 

court or to another justice agency. In the uptown-Edgewater 

project this difficulty is increased since it is not affiliated 

with an existing justice agency. For thdse centers which are, 
i: 

this outcome can be more easily investig~ted and projections 

made. 

Since the caseload is expected to be relatively smalr· 
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during the first six months or longer, the immediate i.mI?act 

will be small. This has been the experience of the Boston and 
r.: Rochester centers. ~ Once the uptown-Edgewater Neighborhood 

Justice Center builds a substantial caseload then this topic 

might be examined in terms of justice agencies in the 

communitYa Savings in dollars and personnel costs arising from 

case processing by a given agency can be analyzed. Although a 

control group research design is desirable for this type of 

evluation, it is not practical or feasible for this situation. 

Again the recent study of the Pro Se Court may offer an 

alternative which will produce relatively solid evidence on the 

Center's impact upon the community and its potential benefits 

as an alternative to litigation. 6 

C. Attention To Central Research Questions. 

Should the neighborhood justice center and the concept 

of mediation/arbitration become a recognized instr.ument for 

administering the law in cases of minor disputes? The 

demonstrated success of the existing pilot projects throughout 
, 

the united States suggests a positive answer to this question. 

The proposed uptown-Edgewater Neighborhood Justice Center will 

playa role in this decision-making process. Specifically, it 

can add to the body of knowledge on the issues of community 

involvement, h~fghborhood perception of the Center, the 
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education of residents to procedures available for settling 

disputes, the place of lawyers in the hearing staff and the use 

of students in other roles in the Center's operation. 6 

This contribution can be facilitated by gathering 

comparable data and using the same or similar methodologies and 

instruments for data collection. Consistency and continuity 

are fundamental for devloping a body of knowledge on this 

concept and its application. This is the principle reason for 

the recommendations given above for employing, in the 

uptown-Edgewater evaluation, questionnaires and.procedures 

followed by other centers in their evaluation work. With the 

accumulation of comparable data, comparative studies of other 

neighborhood justice centers can be undertaken by the Center's 

staff and outside researchers. The evaluation should not 

overlook carrying out investigations of unstudied issues. 

Building a data base will come first. Then will come new 

designs for other research probes. In the meantime, greater 

attention will be directed to internal monitoring to maximize 

the Center.' s performance and' service to th,t: uptown~Edgewater 

community and the larger Chicago community. 
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RECOMMENDATION 25: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD INCORPORATE AN EVALUATION 

PROGRAM INTO ITS OPERATIONS WITH ATTENTION 

GIYEN TO CA) ASSESSING ITS POLICIES AND 

PROCEDURES, (B) ASSESSING ITS IMPACT UPON 

THE COMMUNITY AND eC) RESEARCHING CENTRAL 

THEORETICAL QUESTIONS. 
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XII. FUNDING 

The Law Enforcement Assistant Administration (LEAA), 

has been a primary federal funding source for neighborhood 

justice centers in operation and being planned. Therefore, 

this agency is viewed as a strong possiblity for funding the 

uptown-Edgewater program. An inquiry sent to the Illinois 

agency dispensing federal money, the Illinois Law Enforcement 

Commission (ILEC) brought a favorable response. 

Similarly, letters of inquiry were sent to several 

private foundations. The Chicago Community Trust expressed an 

interest in receiving a proposal as did the Amoco Foundation, 

Inc. These inquiries do not exhaust thepossibilities but they 

demonstrate the likelihood that outside funding can be 

obtained. 

RECOMMENDATION 26: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE CHICAGO 

BAR ASSOCIATION, SHOULD SEEK FUNDING FROM 

GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE SOURCES TO COVER 

COSTS FOR ITS DEVEI,OPMENT AND OPERATION. 
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A. First Year Cost Estimates. 

Annual costs for the three model centers vary widely. 

Rochester handled 663 referred cases at a cost of $98 each or 

for a total of $65,000. The Boston center responded to 350 

cases at $300 per case or for a total of $105,268. The New 

York City center, with the largest caseload, 3,433, had a 

budget of $270,000. Its cost per referred case was $78.00. 1 

The costs for each case actually heard are higher 

since not all referred cases are heard due to "no shows", 

resolution by the parties before the hearing, and the rejection 

of inappropriate cases. Again, costs vary. Rochester had a 

low of $142 due to the high proportion of referred cases heard 

(69%). Boston's cost per hearing was $372 and New York's was 

$416 (with a 19% hearing rate). 2 

Using the costs per referral and per hearing, high, 

medium and low budgets are projected for the Uptown-Edgewater 

project in Table 11. A caseload of 840 referrals is based upon 

police arrests in the target area for minor misconduct during 

1977, the assumption being that 20% may be approprlate"for 

referral to the Center. 3 Referrals from other community 

organizations and agencies also will be solicited; but those 

from the' police will probably constitute a significant 

proportion of the Center's total caseload. 
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TABLE 11 

Budget Estimations For The uptown-Edgewater 
Neighborhood Justice Center 

Budget Based On Budget Based On 

Cost per Referral Total .Cost per Hearin.s. Total 

HIGH $300/840 $250,000 $372/596 $221,912 
(Boston) 

MEDIUM $79/840 $ 82,320 $416/160 $ 66,560 
(New York City) 

LOW $98/840 $ 74,762 $142/580 $ 82,360 
(Rochester) 

Costs appear to decline with time. In New York City 

they dropped from $416 to $270. Boston's total budget was 

reduced from its original figure of $125,000 to $105,000 during 

its third year of operation. This cut stems from savings 

related to the training program, research, and the elimination 

of positions. Fewer staff have been able to handle more 

cases. 4 This budget reduction and the increase in number of 

cases referred is reflected in a lowering of the costs per 

referral, but Boston's costs remain relatively high. 

The budget for the uptown-Edgewater pilot program is 

expected to be in the lower range of Table 11. A ballpark 

estimate of $75,000 is projected for the development of the 

program as described in this Report. This is a modest budget 

in comparison with other centers, especially the recently 

funded programs in Kansas City, Atlanta and Los Angeles. Each 
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has a budget totalling a quarter of a million dollars and an 

additional $350,000 will be spent to evaluate them. 3 

B. Long Range Projections. 

Funding for the initial years of operation of the 

Uptown-Edgewater project are expected to be obtained from a 

pUblic agency or private foundation. Long range funding of the 

Center poses more difficult problems. The experiences of those 

centers which have been operating for several years serves as a 

warning. For example, the Boston program is returning to its 

original status as a not-far-profit corporation in order to 

facilitate funding. It faces the task of finding new funds 

when its LEAA grant terminates. In New York the neighborhood 

justice center is contacting local foundations and law firms as 

well as HUD, since local government cannot assume its costs. 6 

StuJy should be given to this problem early in the 

development of ~he uptown-Edgewater project. Establishing an 

economically efficient project will have the long range 

advantage of a smaller financial need. Thus, attention should 

be given to developing procedures which minimize costs. 

Alternative funding sources should be explored now. It is not 

expected that the universal problem of what to do when the 

grants are exhausted can be solved, but at least steps should 

be taken to actively grapple with this issue. 
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RECOMMENDATION 27: THE UPTOWN-EDGEWATER NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE 

CENTER SHOULD BE A SELF-SUSTAINING OPERATION 

OVER THE LONG RUN. MEANS TO ACHIEVE THIS 

GOAL SHOULD BE STUDIED EARLY IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTER. 
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XIII. IMPLEMENTATION 

RECOMMENDATION 28: THE CHICAGO BAR ASSOCIATION SHOULD 

FACILITATE THE CREATION OF A NOT-FOR-PROFIT 

CORPORATION THAT WILL IMPLEMENT THE UPTOWN 

NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTER AS A PILOT 

PROJECT. 

The major milestones in the implementation of the project 

are suggested in Table 12. It suggests among other things that 

the time between funding and operation may be as long as three 

months. 

TABLE 12 

TIMETABLE 

START END 

Formation of NJC as a non-profit corporation) 
Apply for grants } Day a 
Funding ) 

Appointment of Executive Director 

Hiring of regular staff 

Establish office facilities 

Staff orientation including budget control 

Development of mediator/arbitrator training 
plan 
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Day 1 

Day 18 

Day 18 

Day 26 

Day 37 

Day 17 

Day 25 

Day 36 

Day 36 

Day 51 
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TIMETABLE 

Development of community and justice 
agencies' liason 

Establish referral agency relationships 

Working policy manual developed 

Forms developed and reproduced 

Mediators/arbitrators recruited and trained 

Public information campaign including 
development and implementation 
of a media plan 

Open for business 
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START 

Day 37 

Day 37 

Day 58 

Day 70 

Day 79 

Day 85 

Day 110 

END 

Ongoing 

Day 58 

Day 78 

Day 78 

Day 95 

Ongoing 



XIV. CONCLUSION 

The average citizen's need for alternatives to formal 

litigation is clear. Neigcorhood justice centers will serve 

that need. A pilot project in the uptown-Edgewater community 

will demonstrate the utility and feasibility of neighborhood 

justice in Chicago, a city of neighborhoods. The Chicago Bar 

Association can and should demonstrate its commitment to the 

city and the public interest by supporting this undertaking. 
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APPENDIX A: UPTOWN-EDGEWATER ORGANIZATIONS/AGENCIES 
CONTACTED, FEBRUARY 1978 

Aid to Alcoholics 

Admiral-Old People's Home for the City of Chicago 

Christopher House Lakeside 

Community Intervention Service Program 
Department of Human Service, City of Chicago 

Edgewater Convenant Church 

Edgewater Uptown Community Safety Program 

Granville Avenue United Methodist Church 

Immanuel Lutheran Church 

Harry M. Fisher Senior Citizen Residence 

Housing Complaint Bureau of Housing Unit 
Department of Human Services, City of Chicago 

Just Jobs 

Lakeview Learning Center, Chicago Association 
for Retarded Citizens 

Latin American Services 

Model Cities, Chicago Committee on Urban 

Organization of the North East 

Prologue School 

Salvation Army 

Self Help Home for Aged 

Southern School 

A-I 



St. Augustine's Center for American Indians 

St. Gertrude's Rectory 

St. Mary's Community Center 

St. Thomas of Canterbury 

Traveler's Aid of Metropolitan Chicago - uptown Office 

United Charities of Chicago - Geriatric Services 

uptown Chamber of Commerce 

uptown Chicago Commission 

uptown Community Clinic 

uptown Five Guild 

uptown Neighborhood Food Coop 

uptown People's Community Service Center 

Vietnamese Services 

Victim/Witness Advocacy Project, Department 
of Human Services, City of Chicago 

Voice of the People 

YMCA Ravenswood 

YMCA uptown Model Cities Day Care Center 

A-2 
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APPENDIX B: SAMPLE RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
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'. ' •• _ .... ..:. '..IN._ -' 

Client Rating Forrn 

In order that we may better serve the interests of all com:erned, please answer the 
following two questions by circling olle tlllmb,er that best describes your fee1ing~ now. 

How satisfied are you wilh the settlement reached tonignl1 

{ 

= 1 Very Good/Very Satisfied 
GOOD = :2 Good/Satisfied 

= J A little Good/A lillie Satisfied . 
= -I Not Sure 

{ 
= 5 A little Oad/A little Unsatisfied 

BAD = 6Ilad/UnS.1lisficd 
= 7 Very Bad/Very Unsatisfied . 

How likely is il Ihal the problem will be solvedl 

GOOD = 2 Good/Likely , 

{ 

=1 Very Good/Very Likely 

= 3 A Little Good/A Little Likely 
= <I Not Sure 

{ 
= 5 A Little [lad/A Little Unlikely 

BAD = 60ad/Unlikely 
= 7 Very Oad/Vcry Unlikely 

DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME 

''j -!,; • . . ." . \ . 
.--~,..--. .._----------

" I 

I 
I 
I 

, I 

II 
I .: 

I 

.'< •• :-.- t; .::" "-:.1'; 
.:.~) .: . 

Citizen Dispute Settlement Project 
. 55 East Washington Street 

Orlando, Florida 32801 

1. Name 
Last 

2. Social Security ~o. 

3. Date of lIirth 

4. Aile m 

m 
Month 

First Middle 

IIIIIIII! 

rn ·m 
Day Year 

5. Sex [) 
1 Male 
2 Female 

6. Race 
1 Spanish Al11cri~an 
2 Nelll'O American 
3 Anglo American-Caucas. 
4 American IIUJinn 
5 Asiatic American 

o 

.9 Other (specify) __ - _____ _ 

7, Residence [ I I I I I I 
City County Stille 

Number Street 

S. No. of Months at this Residence 

9. Present Marital Status 
1 Sinllie (never married) 
2 Married 
3 Sepilr.lted 
4 Divor~ed 
5 Widnwed 
6 Other (specify) 
.9 No Information 

"";,,,,, •. r·1 

:",': .":.' ., \i.;, .•.• ,1'.; 

. . 

CD 

o 

Client Intake Form 

lO.Livin;: ArranHements 
1 Living alone 
2 living with spouse (& children) 
3 Living \Vith children only 
4 Living \Vith (step) parent(s) , 
5 Livinll with friend(s) 
9 No Inform.lIion . 

11. No. of Children [[) 

12. Emplo)'ment Status 
1 Full time emplo~'ment 
2 Part time employment 
3 Unemplo)'ed 
4 Other (sped!)' I 
9 No Informalion 

13. Occupation _ 
(if uncllll'lo),cd. then previous occup;lIion; 
if handicapped. then handicilpped) 

14. Income During Last Month 
O-none 
1-S 1000riess 
2-5 101-5 ~OO 
3-5 201·$ 300 
.J~S· 301-5 500 
5-5 501-5 800 
6-5 Il(Il-SIOOO 
7-SI001-51500 
S - 5 1500 or morc 
9-no informat.ion 

15.Today's Date rn 
Month 

m 
Day 

CD 
Year 

16. If you had not learned of the CDS Progrillll. 
\Yould you have filcd a wammll 

Yes or No _--L __ _ 

II'. Complaint: __________ _ 

18. Referral Source: 
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE FORMS USED BY SOME EXISTING NEIGHBORHOOD 
JUSTICE CENTERS. 
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'. II' 
-, . !' ~ ...... .l~ ... l~~~.} . .!'.,~:.!_~ ... " "jt , 

G .... "v I- CIIAWI'ORD 
CII"'~_ 

WILaUIil ... McOUII" 
"HUll .. 0"1,.., 

D<:ar: 

CITIZEN DISPUTE SETTLEMENT CENTER 
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF fLORIOA 

METRO JUSTICE BUILDING 
1351 N.W. l:llh STREET 

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33125 FRED M. OEI.LAPA 
DIr.clOl 

PHONE IlOl1 on-lOU 

After I careful examination of the complaint which was filed against you with Ihe Office of Ihe 
State Attorney, that office has determined Ihal Ihe mailer might beu be resolved by' referral to 
the Cilizen Dispute Selllement Program of the Eleventh Judicial Circuit of Florid:!. This program 
makes possible a much sp.edi~r hearing than would be Ivailable If the case were placed on the 
County Court calendar, in which case it would be approximately three or more months before 
any ailempt ~ere made to deal wi!h your problem. 

Citizens Dispute Selllement will provide II hearins on your clise before a trained mediator skilled 
In con met resolution. TIlis mcdialor will atlempt to reach a lasting resolution in your case, and if 
this attempt at resolulion is not successful, the case will be relul1led 10 Ihe Stalu Attorney who 
ma), Ihen take fun her aClion by commencing a criminal proceeding, 

Accompanyins this leiter is a'nolice to appear siving you the dale, time and place al which your 
hearina will be held in your case, Please be prompl In arriving for the hearing, and please bring 
wilh you any witnesses whom you feel would be crucial in Ihe resolution of thl: conniel. If YOIl 

have any queslion regarding Ihe hearing, please coni act me at 547-7062. 

Sincerely, . i 

~. -,. J:~..,..j"'l . ~ 

'n .• ',' 

~Q£:;'f~.~~ Y 
Cilizen Dispule Sl.Iltlement· -' ". J.. ~~. : R 
ElcvenlhJudicialCircuit tl~. ", 

I 
.~ 
[t 

~;K-t .. R' 
c .. ,tI_ • 

", 
' ... 

. ! ,....:.. . .:.:_. _. _:..::...:..~.~..:-.:.:...., ............ "'-_..:.::. ...... 'L.:....~~J..,._ .. , ....... _ .... ,'--~ __ _ 

NOTICE TO APPEAR 

<I 

.\1 

ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA 
METROPOUTAN DADE COUNTY 

"\lAMI, FLORIDA ________ _ 

CITIZEN DISPUTE SEITLEMENT PROGRAM 
13S1 N.W. 12th STREET 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33125 

CALL 547-7062 AFTER 9:00 A.M. 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS 
CONCERNING THIS NOTICE: REFER 
TO FILE NO. CDS ______ _ 

TO __________________ _ 

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT A IlEARING FOR _____________________ -

HAS BEEN MADE FOR YOU BY _______ --------------------------

YOU ARE IIEREBY NOTIFIED TO DE AT TilE METROPOUTAN JUSTICE BUILDING. 1351 N.W. 12th STREET,' 

MIAMI, FLORIDA, ON TIlE _____ DAY OF .19 _ AT O'CLOCK Pli. 

PLEASE REPORT TO THE FIFTII FLOOR INFORMATION BOOTH FOR YOUR IlEARlNG ~OOM ASSIGNMEt.1'. 

A HEARING WILL BE CONDUCTED ON TilE ABOVE DATE AND TIME. PLEA~E PRESENT YOURSl;lf' 

·PROMPTLY. FAILURE TO APPEAR MAY RESULT IN THE AGGRAVATION OF TilE SITUATION AND NAY 

LEAD TO FURTHER LEG.AL ACTION •. NO I;iXCUSE OF APPEARANCE WILL BE PERMIITED wlTHom 48 
, . 

tlOURS ADVANCE NOTICE. 

CITIZEN DISPlIfE SEITLEME:-IT CENTER 
ELEVENTII JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

• 'l .• ~.-.. . , ...... - - .. ~.,:; ••. ',. ,.;.~ .. '7, 



.' ,. 

.. 

~. \ . , 

----""'-~ ----.-- .=-.,-~_:'-C'::'-7~"::=----'-'-"'-
0#':' .• .." 

i'.,q' .. 
·t",·~ .. ."l ... L\: . J.6 . • _ 1 . . .. ~ .. .". .... , ... - ~, 

';' .. 

• 
'S. 

•• ~.".,J:' '. 

NOTICE TO APPEAR 

S'L\TE '~~'TOUNEY 
alLeve .. T .. .lUDJC ...... c:",eUIT 0'" 1'&'0",.1 II 

... &y"QPO .... l' ..... gAge COUNTY ,",uaTIG& _UII .. DIHQ 

a ... cTH ,,,,,oa,. 
fa •• N. W. IIU aT""&Y 

)h.AHI, l'LORID.A.. oruaa 
PIIOHS Oa4.-41100 

ELEVENTII JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OP FLORIDA 
METROPOUTAN DADE COUNn' 
CITIZEN DISPUfB SETTLEMENT PROGR.W 
METROPOUTAN DADE COUNTV 
1351 N.W.12IhSTREET· 

MIAMI. FLORIDA ______ _ 

CALL 547-7062 AFTER 
9:00AM IF YOU IIA VE ANY QUESTIONS 
CONCERNING nils NonCE: :REfER 1'0 
FILENO. 

RIGILUlD B. OERSTBIN 
MIAMI. FLORIDA 33125 

CDS 

.... 

.... y& .. no" .... y 

.--RE: ____________________ __ 

Dear ____________________ __ 

A complaint h.s been ~iljd in oqr office regarding 
the above. 

A representative from the Citizen's Dispute Settlement 
Center has informed us that they are willing to t~y and 
resolve this complaint without criminal charges beinn 
filed if they can schedule a hearing with you and _-,.-__ _ 

being present. CDS. also informed us 
.~tTh-a~t~y~o~u~h~a~v~e~h~a~il~a~mple opportunity to express your version 
of the incident, but yoU failed to make an appearance. 

Our office is goinr to afford you·a~final opportunity 
to make an appearance before CDS for a hearing which is 
scheduled for (See enclosed 
Notice of Hearing) 

Should you fail to appear for this hearing, the 
matter will be refjrred back to the State Attorney's 
Office for appropriate action. 

_J_ 
encl.' '. 

Sincerely, 

. RICIIARD E. GERSTEIN 
STATE ATTORNEY 

nY: __________ ~------___ 

.... 

.. . ..,.'~ 

TO ____________________ _ 

PLEASE DE ADVISED TllAr A COMPLAINT OP ___________ -_ 

lIAS DE EN MADE AGAINST YOU BY ___________________ _ 

YOU ARE IIEREDY NOTIFIED TO BB AT TIlE r.JETROPOUTAN JUSTICE DUII.DING. \3S1 N.W. 121h 

STREET. MIAMI. FLORIDA. ON Tlllc,E ___ DAY OF __________ .19 __ AT __ , __ 

O'CLOCK P.M. PLEASE REPORT TO THB FIFfH FLOOR INfORMATION BOom FOR YOUR IfEARING 

ROOM ASSIGNMENT. A HEARING ON TUr:: COMi'LAINT WILL BE CONDUCTED ON TIlE ABOVE DATI! 

AND TIMB. PLEASE PRESENT YOURSELF PROMl'TLY. FAILURE TO APPEAR. MAY RESULT IN nlE 

FILING OF CRIMINAL CHARGES BASf.D UPON THE ABOVE CO~IPLAINT. NO EXCUSE OF APPEARANCE 

. . WILL BE PERMITTED WlTHi:)uf 48 HOURS AnV ANCE NOTICE. 

.. 

ruCIJARD E. GERSTEIN 
STATE ATIORNEY 
ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

. . 

o· 

···f ~" . . 



"f o. 

Respondent N oti£ication-Of-H{;,a~ing Form 

CITIZEN DISPUTE SETTLEMENT 
55 EAST WASHINGTON STREET 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32801 
Phone: 422-6402 

________ 19 ____ _ 

CALL DETWEEN THE HOURS or 
10:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. 
if you have any questions concerning 
this notice. 

To: ____________________________________ _ 

Please be advised Ihat a complaint of ----------------
has been made against you by and 
has bi:en broughl 10 Ihe al'lenlion of Ihis office. A hearing has been scheduled at the 
hearing o(fices of lhe Citizen Dispute Settlement Program, located at 11~ East 
Central. Orlando, Florida on the day of 
19 , al o'clock A.M./P.M. 

FAILURE TO APPEAR'MAY RESULT IN FURTHER LEGAL ACTION 
Dy: ___________ _ 

,"";.. .... 
- ... -.' 

. .. I~: •. ~· i:;,·l .... \.~·~,,:Oi:,~ ..... ~N~:F'\~.~·~ .. , ..... -~.. ~;r - - • ~'S: ;:' ,;. :.:." :t:·~;:liJ\<~_.;;./~~,~?r.·:.~:l~\.;lrr;!o¥:l: .::!11~.~~·.:~.;.*'.t~t~ .!t 1~ .. : l! ;).\- ;J.e",: :-P, ,!::!.~ ..... ~~~~~~~ 

.1~W.~·l,~I,T!lDREW·!:::;'i::r.,):·: :.:.i~.D:.IIEA!lII_lG )jEL.D;r.RESOLVED~:·;·:[Jf REFERRED. TO,:'S A 0 ~.:: "~.;"'-':' .. " ::~";:~ i;,,::" 

. ~!~~.~;'tf~ TO .-f~i~:i?~r~~i.{.E18·.~:ii~~~;~~~:~;¥:~~~H~f~$~~~~~~.~8~t;I~~~:~~F~t~~:§~;: ~~':: :~~~;~.:t~.}.;:t~~~~ /;~::i~;:;~ 

.' .,,~;.~FA!L TOJ!~..p.,E~,~l:r.:.A .,.....UNREsOLyED~,CLOSED ~.'_·I'; ',RESET' '- .'" ..... :. '-. : J.;-' ~" ." ..... , .•. 11' 

) 

t 
j 

I 
II 
1;1 
,I 
(.J 

d 
: ~ 

i 

;?~{~~tJ.·~~ ~;.::~1~:::::;7:~i.~~:1:i\\::1-·~~.~~:rt1'~f~~ .::.1~~~:1f;;t.-i!~1;h' ;-" 
: ··/'-j.~i¥i~~:,;; . ~ :·./!":~:.~~::·~\· . .;.~.~-!-'~;~·t;~:~r;f~··:~(.? ~t;·::.::_N~·!:":-~~i.k!r~: i.~ ~~~~~,: . ., .' .. , .... ~: . ~ ," ..... 

• 'p ... 

'.-; ... 

CDS NO __________ _ 

LAST NAME FIRST Nlo.lNO: 

ADORESS--NNon.------~S¥TRRlf.~.E:,T;-----------------A~P~T.~.--------~C~'VTY~--------

PHONE __________ __ 
_________________________ VS _____________________ ___ 

IIEARING DATE 
MONTH 

REHEARING 

0 WITHDREW 0 
0 fAIL TO APPEAR ,.. 0 
0 FAIL TO APPEAR A 0 
REMARKS I 

ciA/eT/eRI Ii 

"DAY 1&7_ 

_187 

HEARING HELD- RESOLVED 

HEARING. HELD-UNRESOLVED 

UNRESOLVED- CLOSED 

F 

CHARGE: AS 

i HEARING OFFICER i 

0 REFERRED 'fO 

N 

SA 

SA"O 

0 OTHER (DESCRIBE I 

0 RESET 

4 0 

L 9 
• 



... - ... ~----- .. \-.... .... ...:.. 

<Ccornrnrmn ~ ... nuu n. 0/. M1eODDcIDiIL JIffi 
356 Middle Country' Road 
Coram, New Yor~ 11727 

:tOt: 

:n Slpemcin, E"l' 
ljn& Coordinator: 
eOdom Ju1y 6, 19n 

Telephone: (516) 736·2626 

I On Jul.y·6, 1977, Hr. and HI's. Z ~ .agr·.e to drop the 
'Drges o! h~ and vaTldal1sm against Hr. and HI's. P • 
18 l' .. " s agree tha't there will be no verba1 harassment or 
,ing on their.#Jlroperty except as said below. Ur. Z. . g 
(rees to further repair the wooden fence that fell. l·ll'. and.l·ll's. 
, • agrelt to put up their own \I;ooden fence taking the place of 
18 z· .• • ., s fiberglass fence by September 1, 1977. The 
, .' a1so nsrae to put up a wire fence over the ",ire fence al.-
Elaay on the pool decle to keep the balls from goIng over the pool. 
"to tbe Z'o' ,;' s yard. The P. 1 children ,';11l. not ploy 
I th their bal.l 1U their back yard. Tne P .1 agree to nn ;further 
erbal harassment, or going on the property of the Z :{IS. 
oth parties agree to asl, pemission before e;oing on the otne1:'1 s 
roperty to repair fences 01:' hedges. 'Xhe piS al.so agree ,to 
.lug up thB boles i.n the "ooden fence. . 
t:! there are 'any further problems, pleasB teel free to revert this 
:aSG back to t.'le Comwunity 11ediation Conte;-. . L/ /7 
: ('-cd!' ~, . _._.~ 1/ :. tv l (7. _ 

.... f· ~ 

~ .. :'~ 

AA ,nrN,,,,,lIv. Uf'<'I1",,,nl an ,'flman"'lu\Ii:::, iunJd I y 1\1': Swu .. 'L r,.ur..~· ("umln:" 1 ... ItC'C '·"l,\'''In:.tln,r C"I·~Ik·aI. 
The f-'""," "0.1. 5, ... 1' VI\'l\;un ,,' funltll ... 1 Juui" St" ... ,,_ 11 .• I~" t"I ... n'f'ln&'n' A".";,n~ .. AdllUl1l~lr"IWA hi The 
a:.h ... SI,Ue' ""rJumftll uf J"'II:c. 1". ~"'h 5. .. ":,, l'.I ... ,t.an nu.tuh \'4""~'h I· ... ~I"'"' • • nJ lllt' t PI'eel v.. .... 

5l"'AM." ~. lilt nl(' A .. I I .. ,,! loJ ..... 

') ) 

\ 

, I 

I 

" 

.;', ' 

'.: ~: : ....... 
; •• 1 ••• 
~ .. 

~.:"J' I.,' 
r..:~ _ 

• 
IllAD (HI rJ U III 

\7':"Director: 

:iBm u u. ':I l..r{L ~ IJ1J IJ ilU U. .u u u 

356 1I.·tiddle Country Road 
Coram. New York 11727 

'I' Robert Saperstein, Esq. 

~, 

Training Coordiniilor: l'ckphonc:: (516) 1)6-16_ 
Ernie Odom 

This agreement bet\-leen ~st1ne S·~· . 
'----------------------------

, , <,mel, Ravmond-S... ~..-___ -:' ____ ,.._.---_ is entered !nt_ 
on July 18,1977 

Tne parties to this agreement do hereby wi thdra\·, 31.1 cricina1 charges' 
b:cough.t against one another prior to till!> date. The parti~s' seree to 
release one another, and tbe County or Suffolk from any liability 
resulting from tile fillnR of the complaint(sJ. , 

The parties agree that in the event that they have future dU::[iclt1tle 
,,,ith this agraament, or with one anothor, they \'1il1 contact th.e ' 
Community 11ediation center befora filing any crlcinal complaints I -. • 

Hr.and I·Irs. S. .• agree to attend marl"iege ~~unseling sesslo~' 
and will make BX1'angements through tilO mediation center. 

s:'l!'.· -5~ . agrees to open a jOint checking account and Hrs 
J. egt'ees to consult I·Ir. S~~ befl:lre any check is ''Tritten. 

...l~Ir. 5~. . :0 agrees to take his wi:!a to his brother-in lu,'I "tho. ~ 

..... s accountant, so that he can explain the financial situatIon ~ 
her, about Mr. S·· ~ '. new bua1neas. ' 

Hrs. S.· .' does "lant Hr. S 
love and unde~stan~1ng. ~ to teach her son ~ with 

" complainant 

An Innov~li\'c u"l~rimcn' in. ,·,"fti ... J",.k .. lu ... "", a',· 1 ... · Suih.tk ",,,"t)' (·llml~·.1 J .... kc C, . .,:41n..li"J 'n",,,, 
The t:cw Yeu," Suer Vi~'",lI' Cf( C.i .. uu.ll JUt .... -: ~.".:Ci. ·U., L, .. I.."f"u:rm,,,, A"i\l"n,'" I"'mlni.,, .. l:. .. • 0' Ttc 
l!nh.:d SUI I" U'r.n,,,u'l1l .. , J'''lk~. lilt tt, ... t. SI~.ult l:ni~.d"h n'&I'':'' ,·Iot .. ,,· .. ... ~ •• "rn. "not 11." l'Ailril ", .. ,. 

, SI ..... UI~ .. ". 110. nlC'A •• 1 I"A, IJ,nd. 

". 

~\ . 
- '''t~." .• +,. /,. · .. -.f .... 11 

'.f .. ~ ~'. ~'."t .'. ..'·~:.' ... :.',.rl~ .• ~ •. !': ••• :~, ..... "t".~ ., 'l ••• ~~ ....... :_~1'""!1 __ 
I • • ~. • .·r· 'c:r-;' .,. -. •. ~'. ... 

" 
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• M' ., .. .T N't! \l,; Q.1Jll'lUI U. ~ ",.I ~Ht : ..... j"" .... ..., tfJ.;J: 
Coram, New York ,11727 ,.1';., .:'. 356 Middle ~Coumry RO,l~ '\, " 

i' 

" 

.,I;., ........ ,..;.; - .. -3-5' -6' .I
M

'·I'd·· -d"l'e'r""c'~o-u":"n' p:,':" n--o:'d- :-.- , .::=.:-,:::-':":'~~. " ~~ ':'-I~:':-:"":;'~'" "':"(I; (0 mm mm~ El U U I!. w' , ' ' . >' \' " :':\;~: 

.teelilr: I ::::;: • Coram. N~w,)~qrk .1-:1,'12.7 
:tobcrc S.pcntcin. [iq. , ' ( • '. ,,' Director: I c". :7. \\~.'" 
traini::, Coordin~tor: Telephone: (516) 736,2626 I', Robert S2pcmcin, Esq. 
Ernie OJom Training Coordinu('~ l 

, Ernie adorn ' 

! • 

This agreement between ___ R_U_th_..;.Ji!!_f_ .. '_::ffi:t ___________ , __ ~ __ _ 

and __ _ Joel ~~~ 

August 19, 1977 
Is cnterCld into 

on ______________________ _ 

~ne parties to thls agreement do nereby wi thdra~'1 all. criQi:lal. charces 
brougnt against one another prior to this date. The parties a~re!l' to 
release ona another. and the County or Suffolk from nny liability . 
resuJ.ting frolil tr1e fll:in~ of tho comp1aint(s). ' 

The purties agree that in the event that they have future dltficult'ies 
• \-/i ttl. this agr2clDent. or with one anothern they \-1111 contact the 
Community 11ediation center before !ilina ~y criQinnl co~plaints. 

" 
", Ruth E~~ will return hoine August 19. 1977:. ' 

11r. & Brs. Joel ~ w111 contl1ct the Y.H.C.A. Outreach for 
ongolng,f~ily counseling. ' 

111'. Joel E~~ will pay all current and pest b~l1s h1curred • 
with ~~s confent except grocery, drugs, Clothes. gasoline and 
personal exp<:.lses ot wHc and c.hlldren for \-/hicb. she will receive 
net $65.00 from Joel ~. 

Ruth ~ will be free to'go to wo~k but she must meet her 
dO::lestlc obligations particularly regardi!lg foster children. 

Ruth &~~~ will drop all charges.including, but not limited 
to dropping F~mily Court and SeparatIon or Divorce proceedings 
brought os or this dote August 19. 1977. 

, 

~.' ·1 . ~ . ~ , :...' 

r, 

" 

" 
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DAIL V INDIVIDUAL CASE SUMMAR V 

DATE: _________ .197 __ srARTTI~Ul: ______ IlNDTIMB: _____ _ 

COOS. No. _____ --

-y-

1 

! 
NEDIATOR ___________________ TIlAIot _____ _ 

COWPUUNn __________________________________________________ _ 

CO~IP'.AINANT: ___________________________ --..:.. ____ _ 

a£SI'ONDENT: 

1Io'1XESSES: 

RESOLVJ:D: ----------~--------------~------
RET~~ED: _____________ __ 

REfERRED: ________________________________ _ 

RESCIIEDULED: ____________________ -; ____________________ _ 

5U1'£RVISOR: ________________ _ 

11th JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF FLORIDA .' CITIZENS DISPUTE SETTLEMENT CENTER 

CDS NO. _______ _ 

THH MATTER OF.'--___________ AND -----------

WAS HHARD THIS_,_ DAY OP _____ .19 __ , BEFORE _________ _ 

MEDIATOR. THH PARTIES HAVEAGRElID TO THB FOLLOWING: 

THE PARTIES AGREE THAT nils AGIU!EMENT .SHALL CONSTITUTE A FAIR, JUST AND 

EQUITAlILE SETTLEMENT BETWEEN THEM AND StiALL ABIDE BY THE FINDINGS. TERMS 

AND CONDITIONS HEREIN ABOVE SETFORTU. 

SIGNEDTHIS __ DAYOP ____ 19 __ 

SUPERVISOR 
MEDIATOR: 

aOI.OI·a21 
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ItlDIVIDUAL WEEKLY TALLY 

Section 2 S .... tinl'l 'I S .. C'ti"n 4 
Relationship 1 

'IT"'1is II vis Il ~nn-; tinn IRefp.rred b:t 
Citizen J ~I 

le,lal hearin2 se~ 1 !informatio 1 

Previous 
, "'-

DomeGtic: \'1 Resolved no 

relation 1 I Resolved OYI ' 
Domes tl.C: _ : \ aKreemene 2 

IMn legal 

I Communi ty 
a;tenc',r I?l No prior 

CDS 
; 1. • flta 

KEY: 

;rRefers to complainant 
t::. Refers to respondent 

Section 3: 

relation 2 

Friends 3 1 

Employment 141 
Landlord 

151 -"nnnt 

INeighbor 16\ 
I Consumer 171 
other lal 

* 

OM show 3 iJUdge 

~no show 4 !Media 
Botn 

sho'., 51 no l?olice 

Susilense 6 SAO 
1['00 resoJ.u- ISAO 
tion hearin~~ consumer 
reset 7 ISate 
"9 resoJ.u-1 Istreets 
tl.on not l~malj, reset 8 clBi.rns 
SAO ,~o .{ jg lr.esnl"I''lnn 

Iword. of 
mouen 

* lother 
, ) " 

N~ber I, if listed refers to cases settled during intake or 
before scheduled hearings. 
Numbers 3, 4 and 5 if listed refer to cases closed for the reason 
stated in the code. 
"Suspense", all listings of "other" and multiple charges are dis
closed in Comments. 
Weekly tota'ls for specific categories are entered adjacent to that 
category and indicated 1n column marked •• 

cds dc, file form no. 101 
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41 
51 
61 
71 
lal 
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Id 
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Same 7r or i::l. 
with same 
charge 
E' ed 
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with 
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char e 

Same.A same 
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If not set for mediation and not 
referred, spec:!.!'y whether it's 

If not set :!.n l:!.mbo, i. e., holding for an 
for address, nall'.es or any other 

Parties mediaticm reason. Specify if matter re-
Names referred to: solvec itself' at intake. 
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APPENDIX D: EXCERPT FROM NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTERS (1977); 
-- "MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF SIX SAMPLED DISPUTE 
PROCESSING PROJECTS". 
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Table 1 

MIIi« Qlllrac, .. i&lics af Ibll Si. Sian.,1I1Id OilllUlil Prac:uuil1CJ Projuc&s 

1. 
'.1 

-
~ Scnllln ~itl!'i . N.I!f~!L~!rt. BocI\etlat !S.nF .. ""n.. .. nlUn , _-.Clll1II1liIII1 

I, 

f'rrIi«l NIlII. BoaIUO. Uti ..... Cui .... ~ ... Ni!llll Mi.»'" f?U.l" ... I ... lllul"lur Rod .... l .. ~"'IU· c."n,nu .. lly U....,d . CuouII"Ujucl "'.....:ul ... ~ .. I.". s"lIIu· M.""~I"'" 15& CuI.· nlly O;'PUIOI PrUOJl .. n 
PI..., ... n n",11 P"Y''''u lIi~1 lIu.ulullun SorN""" I'rcj,."'1 

0"",,1. c..1I.r 

SI"'I·U,.O~liI 9175 11171 Isns G175 7173 In 111"''";''9 ""'JUS 

c...llmunj~S~ . 
OioMl. Cowuy. Nwt .. Docdl.s ... Di" Fr"'lkIJII Coun'Y. M"'lholll~ .. Id Mca\;'oe Cwnty. SorlllCtoU Sorc.iom 

'. trier, BUilutt, Oh." ):IOIKW Brun •• Nilw York NwwYOI" 01 Soli. Francisco 
~III . 

Poputatioft DoceNtl .. : Cow.cy: B33,24!l Cuunly: 1,267.792 M .... h~nMl: County: 711,917 S ... Franciso:o: 
2'.lS,OOO Cuiuonbln: 540,025 Miam" 3301.859 1,539.23:1 Cicy of RCIChvi .... : 715,674 

8r ..... : 1,471,701 296,23:1 
TCM.: 3,010,9301 

Spotaotinf AIoWIC)I 

N-.. Jui.iat R-.n:'& Cicy AllOt....,·. .. ",,,,inimal;'" In,lilula/or RocIIft.IIf' RIItJIOIW Community IloMd 
' .... icu .. QII;"". Col ........... ~:-otlh. MtocIial;on a. CQn. Olliet ot 1M P'ogr..., 
(-..,oli" Obi<> (c...-.u;c.or: rll fliel RnoIulJOII American Arbi.1a- (flCNl'P/o/irl 

c.ca; •• Un;"· (_~Iitl 1i0ll Aaoc:ialion 
~ licy Law SdIooII . (fIOII1Jfo/i" 

Souoc. 01 Funds '--£nloo_IIft Ori<jinallv L~w Low EIIIOtccn .... 1 Uw En/ooCIIIIIefII Law En/ooc:., ... u FOIInd~lion FUIId, Auls._ EnfOlcw"'.,,1 AJ,. Aui,wlCll Aui • .ionc:oo Assin-. 
Adoniftitualio" UUiIQ Admini .. Adntifjtltr.don Admini,ualiun p..Jmin .. u~lian 

uali .. L Now 
city 1und4Kt 

LOQ'K1n f'riy~I. SlOI .. P'O."""IIOI', Glly.rn.Rene build· o /fica buih.li"'J Dawnlo .. " a/fia Uk.IV 10 holve 
Ironl n •• 'lI1t ollia 119 wIIi~ also in Hallem, nut buildill9 ""at ol/ices in 111. 
court 

"I 
houMScaun& ""lit coure 111. COute ... ,gilbothoods 
~i ... icl auurnory 

, .. 
~cn,.ri. 

; . 
Genoorool ft..uon..t. Ge ........ lly ungoi,~ G_'~lv Ot>9(lill9 G., ... '3I1y Ot.gc.ill9 a .... ,;,Ily "'.yoill9 Gerwrally ongoing GCfhrt 311y ongoill9 

,eiaUomhi'JI "d~II", .. hilJ$ ·4d~liollsl.ilJ$ r.I~lion~hilJ$ relalioruhips ,01 ~tiansll iI'S 

:. 
• amOIIIJ Ili'f"eolnll ""011'1 Ilisl"' .... ". "'1'9l1i,,,,,L11111 I illoong disPUIUltlS among diipu!an II amcn9 disPUI""" 

IUd bad cIMdc. 

I 

! 
I '~ 

I 

" 
J 

Table 1 (cantinued) 
! -

Miljor OIlIt3Cterinics ollhe Six Sa.'11,JI~d Dispute Processing Projects ! . • ;'i .. .... ,.,. , . 1 ., . ~ ~ 
. . 

FEATURES Bo .. ", • CoIumbu, Mi.",i N_Yo,kCicy Roell ...... S ... F,."cisco 

.. 
" , . C- CtiIMc (continu«JJ 

.. '1 
Ty .... otC;aSlll ~ ramily dis· :39% inla'potsonal S.aliuical d ••• !ilariuiColl d •• 3 AP\II'o"im~rtly 2J3 No. AppliQbl" 

POI""': 2cr.c. n.igh· dispU'.', 61'11. bill ••• nor c:u"."Uy ;)1" no. """unlly ilt. inr.fpenonal 
bot: 11"4lri.....,s; check, •• ailalll •• M .... y a .... I.ble. Col .... crlmin. nlilflfS • 

.:: . .', 1000000l....,I..,d/ us;Uu, holrau· include borll "' ... 14'r.o city ,cgul .. 
_nc;17'lCo ...... • ... nlS, noHqt.bor. dll, ... anon •• 01.1 .ion .. 5% bill 

~ '. I .:-. .. ~ 
. ',.J 

call:",_ ~;:woblllfM, IIIIoniO/s checlII & miiCIIl· 
dol_lie ptoill.,", I_M • .,beo 

gmlOpr_ . familycowlcaset 

, . 1 
;:"\~~1 

.' 
t 

,~ 

R.lwraI Soule" 
Walk·I ... ;~ •• Om..t (eos--ICII'I 2m:.lIpproaimalal., R 1915 1978 (lilwty 10 bI highl ,. 14Yo lay, 

~ ..... 2:a lot. appIOKinuo •• ly 42':11. - IYo Uikoll" 10 bllliQIII 

" 
.. "'-alGI fleeB.nch MOil casn nrcatved IIOlIo _o.i .... IoIIy &Yo ni. 

Ihroo!'J!L!!Ii, olliew 
, 

Qorll 314Yo 52'10 , en; 70s, 
,I 

1 
I . , Iencti .57.4" Ilndudift1J lG-1S"~", - llYo 

,; district 311uo ...... 1 

~ 
: 

'., 
COll"' .... icy Oogomiullom s..Olllur - - '1'hi,d P¥tv" r .. . 

''''.II, ";11 ~ en· . COiIta<jtC! , 
pUItt 7l(, 2'10 cr.c. ---Scrnni""llnr.u. ",,,,,-""rn S ... " nU:IIlu.I .t- S,.IIIII.",UoII 01 I",.k. 'I~I/ a •• WI4"S ,a,. '"1:1.1."1) Th. prOIUC!, ,n •• k. No. Apllllo:.Iul. 

tlmb IIlU' ... IU] ar· .liuru:',,"I,..· 1~~IIIII~I'hlr Iralll inl.ku "'0' II worker la,.ns .1nd 
,.; ..... ,*'" ll.usiul"; lIey'. o/lie&: Ilr in· ".uIWCI OUiCil & ." .. , lumnKMI" rtlelS "' ... ~I II .. 
,10111 oI\u ........ i loku ,1.11 u/ lifO, in,u,vluw dl".II. cWle. cnln ...... cl.r II', oil.",. 
CIIII. huon IIonICll. '"I:, rul .. lI"I ... · '.,h:t ..... dCuU .. COO",, & "",.", Wolk·in C::SIII ••• 

, ' Inl..,,""'" ~ ... kIc lao." 10 "IU~:CI. "'U~"'llfI""UII ..... lI .... 0/ d'''''1:1 ,,,,,,," ... I~I U .. 
lid ... c:uuo I .... "."I ••• Ie" ...... Clltllt ... ' IU'U~ ~II ... ...,', ull,,", Plo"",". "I/ice 
""'"",Iulli",, '." .... '." "' ..,. ..JII ........ 

, ...... 11 ..... "11.101 . 
'''"",,"lie 
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EnIOl_llilily 01 
Ronolulions 

Tlnw ,., Hllitir"J 

AweiWlilicy 0' 
~t""i .. . 
Use 0' W,itten 
A.50MioI .. 

Hurl"" $gll Ouillilic.tionr 
MId TflIini/lf 

T.,PI! 

Form 0' R.cruiIRJo/tII 

Nunobw Used 1'1., Stuioo. 

A_ 0# , 4\'"""t 

CInES 
FEATURES 

H«Ning $QII Oulllir"",riu/" 
MId TIIIIiliII9/coiltillUlldI 

Tlainiftt 

• F~ T«illliq_ 

~/""'inOj 
AwailMlilll., 

F .... eoncac:a 

Cae "lIfIUllion 10' 
Oilllict "'''UlllIIv/C""rl 

O~ c.uu iIIt" Un;, C:DlfS 

AnI ...... 0"",.1 .. "1 OI/lJlJVI 

T~ "' ...... 1f.1""",, 

. CoII/R.,.,,1II 

TIICAII "'.~ 'Ie.1rii .... 
c.t!Hnriott 

.- ~- ---.... --_ .. ---.. -.-.~ 
. 

Bot_ c:..a ......... Mi_ ~V ... kCil., AocNI" S .... Fr...alCo 

Moodi. ..... Mod .... "", Medioo ...... Modi.lt ..... 10>11..-1 Mcuialian loll_I MtotJi~lioll 
by inll'U •• :d .. I. hv i."I ...... '1 .ubo· 
11;01 ..... """" .. 11.· tr.,uiu .. t" .......... " 
lJUrI"ii WI"":&:':U- '''V. III \!l/Ii.,1n, 
lui. 0111'1 5'j(, ul ul ca"''S hu."l rl' 
_h .... "· quor"" ." i,,,,,,,,,,,,1 
qu"wdim...,...u arbil'.lklI •• w~ .. l 
.lIilr~lio .. 

c....r, c:-. COl,. OilJlU'iIIUI 41. io· OiSPUI~11 ill. i,,. A/IIIII.lion iMJr ... A'IIII,~'iu" .. .I' .... 1'1:v, IltlnlUl" 
'ono.J PIO/ .... i'MJ lu"' .... IIIiI'':'''U ICH""'''' Ihal QM ""'1111 .... ",,,,wtW ",,"I" .... "''''?iUW 
IoIlOW-IIjI itlt., dl,u\J<.'S WIll IIw d,ar~", may bI _, Ih. I"d 01 .11 ar th •• 'I1Il 01 all 
mwdil.iGa. lilwdilc..will1<ll filwil.,.....i. h •• ","jS& .r ...... hl.uings & Oil •• ro-

"'Inll.e""ilvr .. nol .. Ii".cleo ily 100c.r<oIJl.in 1Iloo 'o,a:iObI. In th. 101 ..... Rotspun. 
ulnll' •• ~ rdOl .... Chileuun civil court 

Iionlilly pl4CIId on 
PfOMCUrUfI~ pro-
becion 

2houo& 3OlI""U," 30 ""''''IllS 2huutt One hour ;anU <IS NOI Applicubl. 
minutes 

R"""'nwn R •• I., UIod V.,.".,. MOIl can ate R.,tly ...... No,AppI~. 
lIMn lWeI ~""lnt 

MMion.Sm4l1 
nwnbet ,equir. IWO . r 

V. R.elyUlod Yes 'In. AorIOIulions Yes.. ResoJulions Yes (unlignea ones " 
.,. binding ....lIinditMj &I. pj."nedl 

Di_';oupot l.aw \luclenn Profe1Si~1 Oiv_ group 01 Oiv., .. group 01 Oiversl g'oup 0' 
COtJII1IUIucy ~ nwdi.lon cIlIumunicy communilY communilY 
metnboors memilur membell """"bers 

Wida/>IIlId ad_· ContllCtlld by Th.nugh c"",· C4ntal.'lS willi C4nt:ac1S willi Witl""lreiid • tlort 
tising. group st." at CoiIIIW mUllilv contacts COO"",UlliIV 9'OU", org.nizaliQlll 10 contllCt. Coon· 
erlluact Uni_lilY l.aw and~ munity I1Iftlings 

School 

2·3 1 1 1·3 1 5 
',. 

S7.50 ..... nighl S3. 75 PC' hour S8-10...,.,...., S10 pet session $25 porrCMe Not Applicable 
c.....,beume 
• jurotsl 

----.- ._-. .-

Tabfe 1 (continued I 
...,; Char.lcterinir:a of Ihe Silt Soimpldd Dispute Proceuing Projeczs 

Boste .. _CoIumbu! Miami New Ya,k Citv Rach .. , ... !an Francisco 

40houru.ni"9 12 hours 01 ,rait .. Disamio ... ...u 50 houlS ot train· 40 hours 01 trai.,. "2 dav training 

cyclft ori<.IiMIlV ilM) CQnducced bV c:o-medi .. ,ian With itMJ &.'OrIIJucteU lIy i'M) c:ontluclwd 11'1 cydos .r. '"." ..... 
contIuc:tcd IIy !he Eduo:»lioo .... IX 1* ".na,u IMCR AM '" 
'MeA. w'" now ;anU PsVCIloiogieal modiatUf& 

by local ... " O ..... upon.'"t ea.-
par.tion 

(' _._---_.' ----- r-:.: V"., but' •• R.eIy ....... Oi .. V ... bul, .. Only if bam PM' Ver,ilbom 
pu ... a c-., r.lurn 1ift ....... "aI. panies ... newllctru 
CM _ cIIIr9II& lift can lIIIMaI 

undowIllIt.1_ il 
.,..,r..t_d 
_.m...tlt 

" ...... 11., 

OiSf'U ... a are OIl""IIII.a .... No. p,oject pll"S Y ... ~Q.60 <lay. "";11 in main. So"",'oIlo_1I 
_1lICad1Wel C1I!,cac:tad 30 ","ya 1011_ ..... in _1""&lI"9t~ uinill9 r.loIuUoo. pi"""... 
'IIIIieU "1.,11_· alt., hearill9 10 ,"'......, .. , 1977 \110) il rnalucion il contactlliJ. No 

"."'''''';'' _ it 'nalutlOR is boring ........ syalamalic , .. ..... _111. I, lIwing maill- a.inwd conWCI 
law lail .... 

--~ --.- - ~-
No Yn. OIa'gi'MJ c.u.ut i. CDIlI:ac,~-U No No No 

"'.Iutllil i. Ilrll' r"J~tdiIlY UUI~CH' 
1Io1l1lC,.,1d hleli 
il no:cUIWry 

510S.2f.iS···· $43;000 5150,000 S270,OOO $65.000' u S187.5OO 
-~.- ---.. -

:350 G,'\I2!I" (19101 4.H!J119101 ~,433'" 6U11!J78, Nul "I.plic;aill. 

$300 ~,89,,,,,.in S3G.15 .. , S711.65 S91.03 Nul AppllClIiIIw 

'''''''ClIO," 
-~--

_._----

2113 3.41H (l97G1 2,1116 (I!l781 649··· "&7 It0781, Nul A' .... icaI ... ----an 512:31"'" in :U9,~ S-'"Cr_tly S142 Nul Allllliulalio 
J kinl'_II.. S~1Ot 

' .... ~tlyS20 
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'~ FEATURES 

cw.J MII""_' 
TuliM AI"""" Ra, .. ",.15 

.... mn..,. H ... iull H.~tif19 

'-__ .01 Hearinyol 

Retulling In ROItIOI"lialls 

-~" /' 

". 

r.c.i..,. of FailurllS 
IOUphakj R.wIulioll • 

I'ttcmtaljol af "RIIIGI-.I~ 
c... RulUtni.,g 10 Cuufl 

I'rD;ct Ot!}lllliutitJ/I 

Tolal Number of Pr<ljc<;t 
Sulf 

Adllllnisrtati ... .. 

Inu .... 

~s.niclt· 

.. 

.~ 
FEATURES 

Pro;.:, ",.".,";/l'lion {conrinu«J1 
Medu.cian 

, .. 
Cera 

I'rojec& Model, 

Mdilianal Sa,.icas 
~' 

., 

Tillie 1 (conunutall 
M.iai ChalllClGlillica a' d .. $i. s..ml"'" DispulG PrCN:lllling Prajqcu --

a.._ c..Ium .... 
Mi_ 

N_ 'fllfk City AocIMI .. s." • .a-

lSO 11.429 inl.f,"'" 4.14!l1\!lIG) 3.433 ""It~pg\ .. I .... 6GJ lill I !l1O) Noc ;'\p"Ucllbl" 
"" .... IIftIlUI ... ill ,,"'" IS-Ut 
197G; 10.146 b..J .,,,,,,uhstl,,,,,.j\, 
dleCks; Iollll - Nov .... boll. 191G 
111.575 

71':Co 54'10 <II illlo,' 54'1;, 46" ,_i1l9 tc/I". 69'lt.(i" 197G) Nal Applic:.WIl 
.. ,-"" ... isPIII .. lluIaI, 1!I'lI. h"I'" 

duot 10 dillll" 
,1ISCII.inq dilPIIIH 

89':C. Ii .... .willen NOI Applic:.WIe P,aiotc1 fll\lOlll 10CJl1.: 95" lI!<!<Ii;jo 100% ...... 10111· NOI Ap!llicOlbie .., ... _ .. 1 91"4 filii, 5" .,1Ii1'1I11K1 billlOliun I"'" 
wiNl.6a. 
medillMI.., ... 
mIni; 4O'lI. .. bi-
u.IMI ......... c 

1~ lOll. (IUIWII\f of NoIA.oIiIabie 9'J. oII:COn.Iiu, II. 10 'Un~ Nol AP\IIicaIIIe 
a2t97"-, loIlow-up , 

Unknown 2.2'S No, ilWlilllllle Lan "'- t" 5" _k .1foreN Nol Applicable ..... '-, 
4 Apptoximailly 8 to S 5,. 

5 1v1l·li,n. .qui-
.... nll 

Supolf1(isut c...a,diftiIOl. P,oytlm Oi,ecl;;':. Ex..: .. li .. Oi,,,,, • Project .Oi,ector. Project Oi,.clc, 
Oi,_ AWniniltrali •• II)(. c../U" Oi,ce, Coordin.lor. T,i· P'QCJ,am Man., 

,)I Ollicer 101, Sununans Cau" bunal Admini .. ,. 
SuiMnrisor,liscai .1)( 
ollie", 

2OMCOQI' 6 ",nior dllks. 3 incake Inti .... COQIdi~IOI. Inlake Work ... 2% crg;II,iurs 
dlnalQtS ' ScUtt'" counsel~ Inl~ .... Work ... (partly 4y T,i. 

Police u .... , buMl Adminisu. 
lorl 

c- coonii''''lalS 6saciill wo,k SociloI ...... kif Sacial_kIf 
pr~,ellm"l ytaduilla SlllUlftlS 

" 
Table 1 (continuedl 

Majae- Q .... lICuristics af the Sill( Sampled Dispullt Pracessing Projects 

Bolton Col., ........ ' Mi_i New YOlk Cit., Rachn. $. Fnncisco 

ApProxima'ely APlMa.i ... _I.,., Appraximatel., AI ..... aailNlI'y SO :10 20 
ApproxilNl8ly Will trllin -P\IIa.i, 

50 70 INlely 50 

Administrali .. Nan. 1 Metel..." RtlCllPliCll'li ... 
Auisunc Administr.ti •• E ....... IOt 

, rlaptionisl Aa.i,ninislflli .. AssisUllc, 
Auisunl RlQptionisc 

IMCH Olspule CoIumbua Project Rach .. 1IW Proicet. Philldulphia A" c:.n .. O"Iig's model ot 
A4IChooaw I'roiolcl CoI, .. nlluc Projacl, bitralion As An Com",uni.., moots 

J. __ i~" c:..,iQU .. - Anan.,i" no-
lion Boards, 8'0;'. ;.ct 
V .... dI Proiolcl 

Ditpolidon pro- Prall/am drinker's Communi~GflIUP .1IIIMaicn .... grauP. ba,,"-.1 Communi.., GrOUQ 

vice coonr-c ..n-' ..,up 
DiIpu .. A ........ Dispute Resalution 
lion. Ulin!nt ..... --

D-4 
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